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Referat  

In dieser Arbeit werden die Ionenerzeugung und die Ionenflüsse aus kathodischen Lichtbogenflecken für die 

energetische Abscheidung von Dünnschichten untersucht. Die Ionenerzeugung hängt mit den Eigenschaften des 

Lichtbogenpunkts zusammen, und die Ionenflüsse beeinflussen die Schichtabscheidung. Bezeichnenderweise 

hat der kathodische Lichtbogen einen explosionsartigen Zündprozess, der der Prozess der Ionenerzeugung ist. 

Daher ist es nicht einfach, die Brennfleckeneigenschaften zu beobachten, und die grundlegende Frage im 

Zusammenhang mit der Fleckenbewegung ist noch offen. Die mehrfach geladenen Ionen, die bei der Spot-

Zündung erzeugt werden, haben höhere Ionenpotenzialenergien als Ionen bei andere Abscheidetechniken; 

daher muss die Auswirkung der Ionenpotenzialenergie auf das Schichtwachstum bei der kathodischen 

Lichtbogentechnik berücksichtigt werden. 

Der erste Teil dieser Arbeit befasst sich mit der grundlegenden Charakteristik des Lichtbogenbrennflecks, 

insbesondere mit der Entwicklung der Brennfleckbewegung in einer magnetisch gesteuerten Bogenquelle, die 

sich im Vakuum- oder in einer Reaktivatmosphäre befindet. Zur Untersuchung wird einer Streakkamera, die eine 

hohe räumliche und zeitliche Auflösung aufweist, benutzt. Zur Beantwortung der grundlegenden Frage, ob die 

Brennflecken charakteristische Zeiten haben, wie z.B. eine "Brennfleckenlebensdauer" oder eine 

"charakteristische Zeit zwischen den Brennfleckzündungen", wurden die Streakbilder durch schnelle Fourier-

Transformation (FFT) analysiert. Es wurde gefunden, dass das Leistungsspektrum der 

Lichtbogenfleckenfluktuationen keine spezifischen Frequenzen aufweist, was bedeutet, dass der 

Lichtbogenzündungsprozess durch ein entsprechendes fraktales Modell beschrieben werden kann und dass der 

Anstieg der Geraden in der log-log Leistung-Frequenz-Darstellung bei Vorhandensein einer Verbundschicht (z.B. 

Oxid oder Nitrid) tendenziell abnimmt. Durch die Fraktalanalyse und zusätzliche Messungen der optischen 

Emissionsspektroskopie wird auch die fundamentale Grenze der zeitlichen Auflösung für die optische 

Emissionsmethode erkannt und berücksichtigt.  

 
1 S.: Seitenzahl insgesamt 
2 Lit.: Anzahl der im Literaturverzeichnis ausgewiesenen Literaturangaben 
3 Tab.: Anzahl der Tabellen 
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Der zweite Teil dieser Arbeit befasst sich mit den Anwendungsaspekten des kathodischen Bogens: der 

energetischen Abscheidung. Die meisten Studien im Zusammenhang mit der energetischen Abscheidung haben 

bisher die Auswirkungen der kinetischen Energie der Ionen auf die Schichtabscheidung untersucht; diese Arbeit 

hier konzentriert sich jedoch auf die Auswirkungen der potenziellen Energie der Ionen auf das Schichtwachstum. 

Um die Auswirkungen der potenziellen Ionenenergie auf das Schichtwachstum zu untersuchen, wurden eine 

Plasmadiagnose mittels energieaufgelöster Massenspektroskopie und die Charakterisierung der 

abgeschiedenen Schichten mittels XRD, XRR, AFM und SEM durchgeführt. Die Energie des Ionenpotenzials 

beeinflusst die Vorzugsrichtung des Schichtwachstums im Falle der Aluminiumabscheidung. Dieses Ergebnis 

könnte ein Ausgangspunkt für weitere Forschungen über die Auswirkung der Ionenpotenzialenergie auf die 

Schichtabscheidung sein.   
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Abstract  

This thesis is devoted to the investigation of ion generation and fluxes from cathodic arc spots for a better 

understanding of energetic deposition of thin film. The ion generation is related to the arc spot properties, and 

ion fluxes influence the film deposition. Significantly, the cathodic arc has the explosion characteristic for the 

ignition process, which is the generation process of ions. Thus, it is not easy to observe the spot characteristics, 

and some fundamental questions related to cathodic arc spot motion are still open. The multiply charged ions 

produced from the arc spot ignition process have a higher ion potential energy than ions of other deposition 

techniques; therefore, consideration of the effect of ion potential energy on film growth is required for the 

cathodic arc technique. 

The first part of this thesis deals with fundamental arc spot characteristics, especially the trend of spot motion 

in a magnetically steered arc source placed in vacuum or in a reactive gas atmosphere. This is investigated with 

a streak camera having high spatial and temporal resolutions. To answer the fundamental question of whether 

the spots have characteristic times, such as a "periodic spot lifetime" or a "the periodic characteristic time 

between spot ignitions”, the streak images were analyzed by fast Fourier transformation (FFT). It was found that 

the power spectrum of the arc spot fluctuations does not show any specific frequencies, which means the arc 

spot ignition process can be described by a fractal model, and the spectral slope in the log-log power-frequency 

diagram has a tendency to be reduced in the presence of a compound (for example oxide or nitride) layer on 

the cathode surface. Through the fractal analysis and measurements of optical emission spectroscopy, the 

fundamental limitation of the temporal resolution for the optical emission method is determined and considered.  

The second part of this thesis considers cathodic arc’s application aspects: the energetic deposition of thin films 

and coatings. Most studies related to energetic deposition have previously investigated the effects of ion kinetic 

energy on film deposition; however, this thesis focuses on the effects of ion potential energy on film growth. To 

investigate the effect of ion potential energy on film growth, plasma diagnostic by energy-resolved mass 

spectrometry and deposited film characterization by XRD, XRR, AFM, profilometry and SEM were carried out. 

The ion potential energy influences the preferential direction of film growth or a polycrystalline growth in the 

case of aluminum deposition. This result could be a starting point for further research into the effect of ion 

potential energy on film deposition.    
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1. Introduction  

The cathodic arc discharge is one of the oldest techniques to generate plasma, which stands for one 

mode of arc discharge [1]. The arc discharge can be developed in gas atmospheres at atmospheric 

pressure, or, in a low- or high- pressure medium, or in vacuum [1]–[3]. The arc discharge may thus 

appear in various environments, and the discharge can be applied to a wide range of applications such 

as vacuum interrupter [4], cutting [5], welding [6], or thin film deposition [1].  

The cathodic arc discharge is widely used [1], [7]. Considering the thin film deposition, understanding 

the generation of ions is essential: first, which is the material to be deposited, and second, the flux of 

the ions because the energy of the ions is influenced during the generation and flux processes, which 

affects film growth. The ions are generated in a high energy plasma area called “spots” near the 

cathode surface, in which the plasma is fully ionized [1]. Namely, the cathode spots are the primary 

source (location) for plasma generation in the case of the cathodic arc. The spots are formed with tiny 

mobile luminaries, as shown in Figure 1-1. The investigation of spots is therefore an essential factor 

for understanding the generation of ions.  

 

 

Figure 1-1 An example of the cathode spot image, recorded by a CCD camera (IMACON 468) at a 
surface of copper cathode (The applied arc current was 30 A). The exposure time for this recording 
was 10 ns [8]. 

 

The cathode spots were researched on various topics such as observation of the appearance of spot 

motion in the absence [9]–[13] or presence [14]–[21], [22]–[25] of an external magnetic field, 
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properties of the cathode spots [26]–[30], and investigation of the spot craters on the cathode surface 

[31]–[35]. However, the abovementioned investigations with theoretical and experimental 

approaches are inconclusive related to whether arc spots have characteristic times such as a ‘periodic 

spot lifetime’ (or frequencies) between spot ignitions. This topic is still an open question, and there 

are two central claims. The first one is that the spots have a periodic lifetime of nanoseconds [36], [37] 

or microseconds [38], and the second one is no specific frequency related to the arc ignition process 

[39], which is described in the framework of fractal model [40], [41].  

The generated plasma, including ions, in the cathode spot center spreads rapidly into the vacuum, low 

pressure-area, or substrate with having a certain amount of energy. In the case of a vacuum arc, the 

flux of ions keeps the energy until hitting the wall or substrate, while they lose energy due to collisions 

with neutrals in the case of presence of process gas. Although this phenomenon commonly occurs for 

all types of gas, additional consideration is required if the gas is reactive, since additional chemical 

reactions take place between the cathode surface and the reactive gas, affecting the spot ignition 

process. The effect of the reactive gas on the cathodic arc spot relatively little has been investigated.   

The energy of ions consists of kinetic and potential energies [42]. In general, the effect of ion kinetic 

energy on film deposition has been extensively studied [43]–[45]. In contrast, the effect of the ion 

potential energy on the film deposition has not been investigated much, although the potential energy 

of ions contributes to film deposition [42]. When the ions arrive at the substrate surface, the potential 

energy may cause atomic scale heating [42], [46] through the local release of potential energy via a 

complicated electron-phonon coupling [42], which is especially significant for multiply charged ions 

[47]. Thus, the potential energy effect is critical to high energetic deposition process, such as cathodic 

arc plasma deposition. 

This thesis aims to better understand the complex cathodic arc spot ignition process and application 

for thin film deposition based on plasma diagnostics. To understand the fundamental cathodic arc 

spot ignition process, apparent steered arc spot motion in vacuum or in gas atmospheres is observed 

with a high resolution (temporal, and spatial) diagnostic device. The investigation of cathodic arc spots 

is still an important topic since the types of cathode spots influence the plasma properties [48], [49], 

and arc performance in applications [1], [50], as it affects the relative stability of a cathodic arc [3]. 

Also, there is still a fundamental open question about whether arc spots have periodic characteristic 

times such as a “periodic spot lifetime” or a “periodic characteristic time between spot ignitions”. The 

observation of cathodic arc spots is generally not accessible due to the short formation time of arc 

and the small scale of microexplosions [26], [36], [51].  
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To better understand the application for the thin film deposition based on plasma, the effect of ion 

potential energy on film growth is investigated using a combination of energy-resolved ion mass 

spectrometry and film characteristics. In general, the cathodic arc plasma is characterized by a high 

ionization of metal plasma, causing multiply charged ions [52], which is one of the main differences of 

the arc plasma compared to other type of plasmas. The highly charged ions have high ion potential 

energy and high kinetic energy. Therefore, the effect of ion potential energy cannot be ignored in the 

high energetic deposition process, such as cathodic arc deposition [42], [47].  

This thesis is organized as follows: this chapter (chapter 1) describes the structure and objectives. An 

overview of cathodic arcs, including the cathodic arc ignition process, voltage and current 

characteristics, plasma expansion, types of cathodic arc, apparent motion of spots in the presence of 

an external magnetic field, and fractal model are introduced in the first part of the theory and 

literature review (chapter 2). The second part of the theory and literature (chapter 2) review 

introduces the energetic deposition based on the description of ion kinetic and potential energy.  

In chapter 3, the observation of apparent motion of cathode spot in vacuum or in a low-pressure 

atmosphere (noble or reactive gas) with high resolution is discussed to observe the appearance of 

spot motion and to answer the fundamental question about whether arc spots have periodic 

characteristic times such as a “spot lifetime” of a “characteristic time between spot ignitions”. Through 

the plasma diagnostics (streak camera and optical emission spectroscopy), which were applied for the 

experiment, the limitations of the diagnostic method, and analyzed data with the fractal model are 

explained. This chapter is published in ref. [53], [54].  

In chapter 4, the investigation of the effect of ion potential energy on film growth is carried out. This 

chapter presents the ion potential energy tuning method and the utilized plasma diagnostics (voltage 

and current characteristics and energy-resolved ion mass spectrometry). The results of plasma and 

film characterization are discussed to better understand the effect of ion potential energy on film 

growth.  

In chapter 5, the summary of the thesis and main conclusions are given.  
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2. Theory and literature review 

This chapter introduces fundamental knowledge of the cathodic arc, including ignition process of 

cathodic arc spots, voltage and current characteristics, plasma expansion, and apparent motion of 

spots in a magnetic field, through a literature review of previous research. Also, one of the theoretical 

approaches to interpreting the cathodic arc spot, the fractal model, is presented. The concept of 

energetic film deposition is briefly introduced, and the effect of energetic deposition on film growth 

also is covered by elucidating the ion kinetic and potential energies.  

 

2.1 Cathodic arc  

2.1.1 Cathodic arc ignition process 

The properties of the cathodic arc 

Plasma is often called the fourth state of matter [55], and has a quasi-neutral collective behavior [56] 

is being used in numerous fields, including in the industry, and research, and medical areas. Plasmas 

have different physical parameters, such as plasma density and temperature, depending on the kind 

of plasma [2]. The plasma to be handled mainly with this thesis is a cathodic arc plasma formed at a 

cathode electrode [1] in vacuum or low-pressure atmosphere. The cathodic arc plasma source has 

several exclusive features compared to other plasma sources. The cathodic arc has an unique voltage-

current characteristic, like relatively low discharge voltages and high current [1], [3], [57], [58], also 

there is a small, mobile, luminous formation which is called “spot”, on the cathode surface [1], [3], 

[59], [60]. 

The cathodic arc plasma contains multiply charged ions [61]–[64] and has a high ion velocity [65]–[67], 

typically 104 m/s. The cathodic arc plasma has strongly fluctuating parameters [68]–[71] since the 

electron emission occurs explosively [37], [72]–[79]. The plasma is non-uniform due to the spot 

generation at a tiny area and the plasma expansion, which causes a significant difference in plasma 

density [1], [52], [67], [80], [81].  

The cathodic arc plasma can be produced through electrical discharge. In vacuum, the electrical 

discharge occurs in vaporized electrode material forming a conductive medium [3]. Even in the case 

of presence of gas, the primary electrical discharge happens in vaporized electrode material, but the 

electrical discharge starts in a compound layer of the cathode electrode [1]. The phase transition of 
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electrode material into plasma occurs extremely fast, shorter than 1 ns [1], due to the high energy 

density of the cathode spot region. This phase transition in which electrode material directly changes 

into the supercritical fluid that finally evolves into a fully ionized plasma could be carried out at the 

beginning of the explosive stage since the small volume of material is heated rapidly. It causes the 

density of material to initially to remain almost constant, it can exceed the temperature of the critical 

point C; following the path in the diagram goes to the right almost horizontally, as shown in Figure 2-

1 (Path ii) [52], [82].  

 

 

Figure 2-1 The phase diagram of copper in the density-temperature phase diagram: (i) classical model, 
with melting, evaporation, and ionization and (ii) model of microexplosions, circumnavigating the 
critical point C [52], [82]. Both paths of phase transition merge approximately in the zone of charge 
state distribution freezing (CSD), which is the zone, where the charge state distribution remains 
constant when the plasma expands into the vacuum [82]. 

 

The cathodic arc ignition process 

The cathodic arc ignition process is central in producing cathodic arc plasma [1]. The process has 

different characteristics than other plasma processes, such as high-power impulse magnetron 

sputtering (HiPIMS). The cathodic arc ignition process has typically low sustaining voltage (12 – 28 V) 

for currents less than 1 kA, which is named the “burning voltage”. It is the main feature to distinguish 
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arcs from magnetron sputtering discharges [83], which may have similar current levels. The general 

potential distribution between cathode and anode is shown in Figure 2-2. 

 

Figure 2-2 A simple drawing of the potential distribution between cathode and anode (not to scale) 
[1] 

 

The cathodic arc can cover two different ignition environments, such as ignition occurring in the 

presence of ambient gas or a vacuum. In the case of the presence of reactive gas, such as oxygen or 

nitrogen, it is called “reactive cathodic arc”, and it is called “vacuum arc” in the absence of gas injection. 

The presence or absence of reactive ambient gas makes a big difference, namely nitrided [54] or 

oxidized [54] cathodic surface cause a distinct spot type [31]–[33] and ignition features. The spot 

ignition is accompanied by electron emission for both presence and absence of gas.  

 

 

Figure 2-3 Classification of the electron emission process of vacuum arc 

 

The electron emission process of vacuum arc can be classified mainly by two different model groups 

(Figure 2-3) [1],[84]. The first group is a steady-state, stationary or quasi-stationary which is governed 
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by thermionic emission of electrons [85]–[89] when the cathode is very hot; field emission [90]–[94] 

when a strong field is present, and thermo-field emission [95]–[99] when both the cathode is hot and 

a strong field is present. The second group is an non-stationary, describing ion-enhanced thermo-field 

emission of electrons [84], [100], [101], leading to explosions [75]–[79], [102], [103] for the operation 

of discharge.  

 

Stead-state models 

The thermionic emission 

The thermionic emission of electrons is a model to consider electron emission at elevated temperature. 

The emission current density from the cathode can be described by the Richardson-Dushman [86]–

[89] equation as defined in equation 2.1. 

𝑗𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑐 = 𝐴𝑇2𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
∅

𝑘𝑇
)                                                  (2.1) 

where ∅ is a work function, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the absolute temperature of the 

emitting electrode. A is the universal Richardson constant, defined as 𝐴 =  
4𝜋𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑘2

ℎ3 = 1.202 ×

106 𝐴/𝑚2𝐾2 , where h is the Planck constant, me is electron mass. The thermionic emission of 

electrons only considers electron emission when the temperature is sufficiently high. However, in 

practical cases, an electric field also exists on the cathode surface [1].  

 

The field emission 

If a strong electric field is present at the cathode surface, the field emission model applies: the 

emission of electrons occurs quantum mechanically through the tunneling effect [1], [90]. The 

tunneling effect changes the shape of the potential barrier; thus, the electrons can penetrate through 

the potential barrier even if the energy is less than the barrier height, also the electron penetration 

occurs even at temperature T = 0. The convenient numerical form [91], [92] of emission current 

density under high electric field strength and low temperature case, based on Fowler-Nordheim 

formula [94] can be described as equation 2.2. 

𝑗𝐹𝑁(𝐸𝐹𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑) = 1.541 × 10−6 𝐸𝐹𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑
2

∅𝑡2(𝑦)
𝑒𝑥𝑝 [−6.831 × 109 ∅3/2𝑣(𝑦)

𝐸𝐹𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑
]                        (2.2)   
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𝑦 = 3.795 × 10−5 √𝐸𝐹𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑  /∅                           (2.3) 

where Efield is electric field, v(y) is the elliptical function that consider the effect of the image force on 

the emitted electron, and t(y) is a related function v(y) [92]. The numerical values of the Fowler-

Nordheim Field Emission function v(y) and t(y) are given in the reference [1], [92].  

 

The thermo-field emission 

The previous thermionic and field emission processes describe extreme cases such as very high 

temperatures with a relatively low electric field and a very high electric field with low temperatures. 

However, most practical arc discharge cases are considered high temperature and high electric fields. 

The model is named the “Thermo-field emission model”. The simplified emission current density [93] 

is defined as equation 2.4, which is obtained by calculating the emission current density based on 

quantum mechanics [95], [96], [104].  

𝑗𝑇𝐹(𝑇, 𝐸𝐹𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑) ≈ 𝑘(𝐴𝑇2 + 𝐵𝐸
𝐹𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑

9
8 )𝑒𝑥𝑝 [− (

𝑇2

𝐶
+

𝐸𝐹𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑
2

𝐷
)

−
1
2

]                   (2.4) 

where A = 120, 𝐵 = 406𝐸𝐹𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑
0.1(∅−4.5)

exp [−2.22(∅ − 4.5)], 𝐶 = 2.727 × 109(∅/4.5)2 , 𝐷 = 4.252 ×

1017(∅/4.5)3. The calculated emission current density is depicted in Figure 2-4 as a function of the 

cathode surface temperature and surface electric field with a fixed work function (∅ = 4.2eV) [104].   

 

 

Figure 2-4 The calculated emission current density as a function of the cathode surface temperature 
and the surface electric field with ∅ = 4.2eV [104]. 
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The emission of the electron in a stationary or quasi-stationary way is assumed in specific conditions 

such as high cathode temperature, high electric field, or presence of both. However, it is not enough 

to explain cathodic arc discharge practically since the presence of a space-charge layer which is called 

“sheath” [105]–[109]. The sheath is a thin layer where a plasma contacts a solid such as the cathode 

surface or chamber wall. If the thickness is sufficiently thin, the sheath layer could be collision-free, 

but if the thickness is thick, collisions may occur inside the sheath. The thickness of the sheath also 

determines the electric field strength for a given voltage drop. If the sheath is getting thinner, the 

electric field strength is enhanced. The sheath thickness is not fixed but self-adjusting, depending on 

plasma density. Consequently, the cathodic arc plasma and the sheath are not stationary. The sheath 

thickness is given by the Child law [1], [110] as  

𝑆𝐶ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑 =
√2

3
𝜆𝐷𝑒 (

2𝑒| △ 𝑉|

𝑘𝑇𝑒
)

3/4

                                               (2.5) 

where λDe is Debye length (𝜆𝐷𝑒 = (𝜀0𝑘𝑇𝑒/𝑛𝑒𝑒2)1/2), △ 𝑉 is the potential difference between cathode 

and plasma ( △ 𝑉 =  𝑉𝑐𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑒 − 𝑉𝑝𝑙 ), 𝑘 ≈ 1.38 ×  10−23𝐽/𝐾  is the Boltzmann constant, 𝜀0 ≈

8.854 ×  10−12𝐹/𝑚 is the permittivity of free space, and 𝑒 ≈ 1.60 ×  10−19 𝐶  is the elementary  

charge. In the sheath, due to the cathode fall being present (Figure 2-2), some positive ions approach 

the cathode surface with a kinetic energy corresponding to a voltage drop. As the ions approach very 

close (about 1 nm) to the cathode surface, the ions have some effect on changing the potential barrier 

[110]. Also, the ions approaching the cathode surface with the kinetic energy bring back energy to the 

cathode surface by changing their energy to heating energy. This phenomenon is called ion 

bombardment heating, and ion heating contributes to enhance locally thermo-field emission 

mechanism [1]. The ion bombardment heating followed by localized high electric field strength and 

heating leads to a non-stationary localized electron emission on the cathode surface [102], [103].  

 

Non-stationary model 

The ‘ecton’ process 

A type of explosion accompanies the electron emission, and the explosive evaporation occurs non-

stationary in every different explosive emission center during the ignition process. This explosive 

emission is often described as the ‘ecton’ process [77], [79], [111]; the ecton is a minimum unit of 

explosive processes at the tip of a jet of molten metal from the cathode, as shown in Figure 2-5. At 

this moment, the jet of molten metal is created by high pressure [35] [78] in the vicinity of the 
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explosion center. The crater formation on the cathode surface is one of the evidence of explosions, 

accompanied by a temporary extremely high-power density and high-pressure gradients. Even before 

detaching, the jet of molten metal creates a droplet when the current exceeds the threshold current; 

this droplet causes an increase in the current density between the jet of molten metal and the droplet 

at the junction point [77]. The ecton process leads to plasma formation [112], and the process is 

related to energy dissipation which is correlated with power density and energy balance [113] on the 

cathode surface. 

 

Figure 2-5 A conical jet of liquid metal producing an ecton [77] (im: the minimum current of the cell, 
re : length of the generatrix of the cone, rc : radius of a crater, Pe: expert pressure on the cathode, Pc: 
pressure in the crater, Se: emission area, 𝜃: vertex angle of the jet of molten metal)  

 

The plasma produced from the cathode material is scattered by the explosion and propagated much 

greater than the crater area. The plasma scattering is proposed in the adiabatic model [78], [114], and 

the kinetic energy of the plasma particles is converted from the explosion energy. The emission 

current density of the ecton model is defined as [77]  

𝑗𝑒 =
𝜋𝜃4𝛼ℎ̅

4𝑖𝑚
                                                                       (2.6) 

where α is the thermal diffusivity, and ℎ̅ is called the specific action [72], [77], [115], [116]. The specific 

action value depends on the cathode material also, the value can be evaluated by [116]  
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ℎ̅ =
𝜌𝑐

𝜅0
𝑙𝑛

𝑇𝑐𝑟

𝑇0
                                                                    (2.7) 

where Tcr is a critical temperature as occur explosion, T0 is the initial temperature of the cathode, and 

ρ is the density of the cathode material. If the resistivity is given by 𝜅 =  𝜅0𝑇, the heat capacity 𝑐 is 

independent. The jet of molten metal makes possible the ion bombardment heating and field 

enhancement conditions on the cathode surface. The jet towards the potential spot emission center 

[1], [8], [15]. Thus, the new spot center could follow the direction of the jet, as shown in Figure 2-6. 

 

Figure 2-6 Fourfold exposure of a single spot with 50 µs separation of the exposures was recorded by 
a CCD camera (IMACON 468). The new spot emission center follows the direction of the jets. (I = 20 A, 
5 µm/pixel, with external magnetic field) [15] 

 

Typically, the spot ignition occurs in a random direction, but if an external magnetic field is present, 

the apparent spot motion has a preferred direction [16], [17], [117]–[119]. This phenomenon will be 

discussed in detail in chapter 2.1.5.  

 

The arc triggering 

The high spot temperature and strong electric field are required to start the arc plasma. To fulfill these 

conditions, various types of triggers are used, such as contact breaking (pulling apart) of main 

electrodes [120]–[123], mechanical trigger [1], and “triggerless” or surface ignition [124]–[129]. The 

contact breaking of the main electrodes has the same operation principle as vacuum circuit 

interrupters [130]. When one of the electrodes is separating from the other, the contacting area is 

reduced, and high current density applies to microscopic points since the electrode surface is not 

ideally smooth. In the case of mechanical trigger method (Figure 2-7), the contact breaking method is 
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used by mechanical devices with an additional electrode called trigger pin. The trigger pin is connected 

to the anode and touches the cathode with a mechanical device. The trigger pin has a specific resistor 

between cathode and anode to allow arc initiation at reduced but sufficiently high current. However, 

if the resistor is too low, the trigger pin can be welded, or too high, the ignition cannot occur. The 

proper resistor range is about 2 ~ 10 Ω [1]. Mechanical trigger initiation is a very stable method for 

ignition. However, it cannot be supported to apply pulsed ignition with a high repetition rate.      

 

 

Figure 2-7 The picture of the DC arc source with a mechanical trigger. Here, the trigger is operated by 
an electromagnetic solenoid. [1]  

 

 

The pulsed arc ignition has typically a high repetition rate; thus, the mechanical trigger method is not 

a proper method. There is an alternative method which is a way to use an insulator.  The spot ignition 

starts on the surface of the insulator (Figure 2-8), located between the cathode and anode. The 

insulator might be coated (silver, carbon, etc.) to obtain a specific resistance (recommended less than 

1 kΩ [128]). If the insulator has too high a resistance, the current cannot go through the coated 

insulator, or if the resistance is too low, the current through the insulator without high driving voltage. 

The current through conducted insulator causes ohmic heating, inducing thermal runaway. This 

method can be applied to pulsed or DC arc sources, but if the conducting area is eroded, the resistance 

is increased until the triggering stops.     
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Figure 2-8 Image of carbon coated ceramic piece for arc source (mini gun type). For scale: the diameter 
of the cathode is 6.25 mm (1/4 inch).   

 

The cathodic arc ignition process 

The cathodic arc ignition process (evolution of electron emission and plasma generation process) has 

several stages (pre-explosion, explosive emission, post-explosion, and final cooldown) [1]. The first 

stage is the pre-explosion stage. In this stage, the surface of the cathode requires high temperature 

and enhanced high electric field strength leading to explosive electron emission in the next stage. Two 

cases are considered to support the specific conditions. The first case is the approach with the initial 

arc triggering. The arc triggering makes the condition have a high temperature by Joule heating, and 

it causes thermal runaway. The second case is if the plasma is already generated on the cathode 

surface, causing thermo-field electron emission. In this case, the plasma affects to subsequent 

explosion in several ways, such as ion bombardment, causing increase in the temperature of each spot 

location, and enhancing the high electric field due to the plasma sheath, causing high electric field 

strength on specific areas, for example, micro- or nano- protrusion of the cathode surface.  

The second stage is the explosive emission step which is the main stage of self-maintaining plasma. 

Here, phase transitions from solid to plasma occur rapidly, and the plasma expands into vacuum. The 

duration of this stage is characterized by explosive electron emission, which is named the ‘ecton’ [74], 

[75]. The explosion induces craters with microvolume on the surface of the cathode, and the 

explosions are the main reason for fluctuations in the cathodic arc.  

The next stage is the post-explosion stage, in which cooldown has begun, but electron emissions from 

hot surface and evaporation are still significant [4]. Thus, the evaporated liquid metal still spreads into 

a potential place where a new emission center of the cathode surface may be initiated.  
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The last stage is the cooldown step, where electron emissions and evaporation of the cathode stop 

and form micro- or nano- protrusion on the cathode surface. The framework of the fractal model can 

interpret the spot ignition in the second stage.  

 

2.1.2 Cathodic arc voltage and current characteristics 
 
The first important step for understanding cathodic arcs is to know its voltage-current characteristics. 

The voltage and current of cathodic arc have fluctuation features because the plasma generation and 

electron emission explosion occur stochastically with high- and low- frequencies.  

 

Burning voltage and threshold current 

The cathodic arc has specific voltage-current characteristics: relatively low voltage and high current. 

It is distinguishable from magnetron discharge [83]. This voltage is named “burning voltage”, which is 

the potential difference between anode and cathode [131], and, together with the current, the voltage 

determines the power dissipation of the cathodic arc [131]. The burning voltage is determined 

depending on the cathode material, which is correlated to the cohesive energy of the cathode material 

[131]. This “cohesive energy rule” was well established through the empirical method [131], [132]. 

The rule is defined as “The average arc burning voltage of a vacuum arc at a given current is 

approximately directly proportional to the cohesive energy of the cathode material” [132] thus the 

burning voltage approximately linearly increases or decreases depending on the cohesive energy of 

the cathode material as shown in Figure 2-9. 
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Figure 2-9 Burning voltage (V) and cohesive energy (ECE) as a function of the cathode material of atomic 
number (Z). The burning voltage was measured at 300 A. [131] 

 

The quantified cohesive energy rule in a first-order is approximately defined by empirical method as 

[131] 

𝑉 = 𝑉0 + 𝐴𝐸𝐶𝐸                                                            (2.8) 

where, V is a burning voltage, V0 is a base arc voltage, A is an empirical correlation coefficient between 

the cohesive energy and burning voltage, and Ece is cohesive energy. These values are dependent on 

the system, for example, V0 = 14.3 V and A = 1.69 V/(eV/atom) for “Mevva V” system at Lawrence 

Berkeley National Laboratory with an applied current is 300 A. If the given current (I) is higher than 1 

kA, the burning voltage is significantly changed [133]. For example, the mean burning voltage of Cu is 

about 20 V at less than 1 kA, but the burning voltage has about two times higher at 6.5 kA of given 

current [3].  

There is a minimum arc current to maintain the cathode spot ignition, which is named as “threshold 

current”. The threshold current (I0)is defined [58] 

𝐼0 = 0.52 ×  10−3𝑇𝑏√𝜆𝑇                                                   (2.9) 

where, Tb is the boiling temperature of cathode material and 𝜆𝑇 is heat conductivity. The threshold 

current is determined by the combination of boiling temperature and heat conductivity of the cathode 

materials.  
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Burning voltage in the presence of external magnetic field  

The cathodic arc ignition patterns vary greatly depending on the presence or absence of an external 

magnetic field around the anode. It is well known that the external magnetic field presence near the 

anode increases plasma impedance [1], [134], [135]–[137] when the magnetic field is essentially 

parallel to the anode surface. The phenomena lead to a higher burning voltage being available for 

ignition, which allows greater power input which implies higher energy for enhanced ionization within 

the plasma [135]. Therefore, the ion charge state increases finally in the presence of an external 

magnetic field compared to in the absence of an external magnetic field. The ion charge state 

distribution of aluminum as a function of the magnetic field strength is shown in Figure 2-10. The ion 

charge state distribution for Al2+ and Al3+ are on the rise. In contrast, the ion charge state distribution 

for Al+ is the opposite trend of them.  

 

 

Figure 2-10. Aluminum ion charge state as a function of the magnetic field strength (The plasma source 
was a broad beam vacuum arc ion source with 30 A, and the magnetic field was generated by a 
capacitor bank charged up to 20 kV) [138].  
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2.1.3 Theoretical plasma expansion model 

Partial local Saha Equilibrium model   

The cathodic arc ignition generates fully ionized plasma [1], [52] in the cathode spot, and the ionized 

plasma contains a multiply charge state [1], [52], [69], [82] with high energy. The ion charge state is 

one of the interesting plasma properties which can help to understand the cathode processes and 

plasma generation [1]. The multiply charged state is changed rapidly from equilibrium (dense plasma, 

many collisions) to non-equilibrium since the plasma expansion into vacuum ambient, or region of low 

gas pressure, based on pressure gradient and electron-ion coupling [1], [63], [139]. The plasma 

expansion was considered by two similar models of transition from equilibrium to non-equilibrium, 

such as transition from “Local Saha Equilibrium” (the Instantaneous freezing model) and transition 

from “Partial Local Saha Equilibrium (PLSE)” (the Stepwise freezing model) [70]. They have different 

assumptions to describe plasma expansion. The Local Saha Equilibrium model assumed that all ion 

charge state ratios would freeze instantaneously, which means that near the spot states are reaching 

equilibrium rapidly, almost at the same moment [70], [82]. In contrast to the Local Saha Equilibrium 

model, the Partial Local Saha Equilibrium model has assumptions that the equilibrium phenomena 

occur gradually with various ion charge state ratios at different plasma conditions [70]. In practice, 

charged ion freezing phenomena do not occur instantaneously [70]. Thus, the Partial Local Saha 

Equilibrium model is closer to reality. It is intuitively obvious that the ion equilibrium phenomena are 

gradually processed [70]. The process can be described simply, as shown in Figure 2-11.  

 

 

Figure 2-11 Simple illustration of the partial local Saha equilibrium with finite thickness of the step 
freezing zone [1]. 

 

The partial local Saha equilibrium can be explained via the ionization-recombination balance equation, 

defined follow as [1], [70] 
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𝜕𝑛𝑄

𝜕𝑡
=  𝑛𝑄+1𝑛𝑒

2𝛼𝑄+1,𝑄 − 𝑛𝑄𝑛𝑒𝛽𝑄,𝑄+1    𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑄 = 0,                             (2.10) 

𝜕𝑛𝑄

𝜕𝑡
=  𝑛𝑄−1𝑛𝑒𝛽𝑄−1,𝑄 + 𝑛𝑄+1𝑛𝑒

2𝛼𝑄+1,𝑄 − 𝑛𝑄𝑛𝑒𝛽𝑄,𝑄+1 − 𝑛𝑄𝑛𝑒
2𝛼𝑄,𝑄−1      𝑓𝑜𝑟  𝑄 ≥ 1,   (2.11) 

where, Q is the charge state number, ne is the density of free electrons, and nQ is the density of ions 

of charge state Q (Q = 0 for neutral atoms, Q = 1 for singly ionized ions, etc.). α and β are the 

recombination and ionization coefficients considered independent coefficients with respect to density 

[140], respectively. The equation (2.11) describes the ionization and recombination balance; the 

ionization (from Q-1) and recombination (from Q+1) enhance the ion density of charge state Q, as 

described by the first two terms, and the other terms explain the decrease by ionization (to Q+1) and 

recombination (to Q-1) [70]. Using the Saha equation, the ion charge state distribution of plasma in 

equilibrium can be calculated as [82] 

𝑆𝑄 ≡ 𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑄+1 𝑛𝑄 = Λ𝐵
−3 2 ∑ (𝑇)𝑄+1

∑ (𝑇)𝑄
⁄ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−

𝐸𝑄−∆𝐸𝑄

𝑘𝑇
) ,    𝑄 = 0,1,2, . . , 𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥           (2.12)  

Λ𝐵 = ℎ/(2𝜋𝑚𝑒𝑘𝑇)1/2                                                        (2.13) 

where, k is the Boltzmann constant, h is the Planck constant, T is the temperature, ∑ (𝑇)𝑄  is the 

temperature-dependent partition function of ions of charge state Q, Λ𝐵  is the thermal de Broglie 

wavelength, and EQ is the ionization energy of the Q-fold charged ion. By substituting the Saha 

equilibrium equation (near the spot) into equation (2.11) and obtaining the following equation (2.14) 

∆𝑡 =  
∆𝑛𝑄

𝑛𝑄
(

𝑛𝑒
2

𝑆𝑄−1
𝛽𝑄−1,𝑄 + 𝑆𝑄𝑛𝑒𝛼𝑄+1,𝑄 − 𝑛𝑒𝛽𝑄,𝑄+1 − 𝑛𝑒

2𝛼𝑄,𝑄−1)

−1

              (2.14) 

The recombination and ionization can be defined as follows [140] 

𝛼𝑄,𝑄−1 ~ (𝑘𝑇)−9/2,       𝛽𝑄,𝑄+1(𝐸𝑄, 𝑇) ~
Σ𝑄+1

𝑔𝑄
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−

𝐸𝑄−∆𝐸𝑄

𝑘𝑇
) /(𝑘𝑇)3                 (2.15)   

where, gQ = 2JQ + 1 is statistical weight [1], the total angular momentum JQ can be obtained from  

spectroscopic tables. Through equation (2.14), the characteristic times for ionization and 

recombination can be estimated. In equation (2.14), the first and fourth terms have an independent 

relationship with Q, and the second and third terms are proportional to 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
𝐸𝑄−∆𝐸𝑄

𝑘𝑇
). According to 

the equation, the second term has a greater change with respect to energy change than the third term, 

which means that ions with a high charge state become out of equilibrium sooner than ions with a 

lower charge state.  
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The investigation of the charged ions has been done with two different techniques, such as based on 

Time-of-flight (TOF) [141]–[144] and electrostatic methods [66], [145], [148]–[152]. The two 

approaches provided different information, for example, the TOF method delivers velocity 

information, while the electrostatic field method provides energy information [1]. In the case of TOF, 

techniques showed that the ion velocity is almost independent of the ion charge state, and the 

electrostatic methods showed that the energy depends to some degree on the charge state [151]. 

Through the previous results, the ion acceleration mechanism can be described by electron pressure 

gradient and electron-ion friction [141], [142], [152], which means that the primary ion acceleration 

does not occur by a hypothetical electrostatic potential hump [148], [153].  

The effect of an external magnetic field on the ion charge state was investigated [134]–[138], [154]. 

In the case of the presence of external magnetic field, the electrons are confined by the external 

magnetic field, which causes an increase in plasma impedance. The high impedance leads to a high 

burning voltage to sustain the ignition process, which also implies greater power input and an increase 

in the ion charge state [1].  

Time-resolved techniques for ion energy or charge state distribution were investigated for single-

element cathode [155]–[158] and multi-element cathodes [62], [159], [160]. In both single- and multi-

element cathode cases, the shift of ion charge state from high to low state was observed. On the other 

hand, the ion velocity distribution decreased for multi-element cathode cases [62], [160], especially 

for Nb-Al composition [62]. It is presumed that this is probably because the cohesive energy of the 

two cathodes is quite different, but no conclusion has been reached.  

 

2.1.4 Types of cathodic arc spots 

The spot types 1 and 2 

The cathode spots are the primary source of electron emission and plasma formation. The properties 

of the spots influence all plasma parameters [1]. The spots have two main characteristic spot types, 

depending on the condition of the cathode surface [161]–[163], such as a contaminated condition [14] 

and a clean condition [112]. The plasma composition of the cathodic arc is determined by the presence 

of a contaminated layer or not since the contaminated layer is eroded first, which means the spots 

ignite on a non-metal area, cleaning until a surface metallic is exposed, and the metal cathode is 

eroded, [48], [49]. The two main spot types are named “Spot type 1” and “Spot type 2” [112], 
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respectively. The spot type 1 ignites on contaminated layers, such as an oxide or nitride layer of the 

cathode surface; thus the spot type 1 always exists initially, whereas spot type 2 appears on a metallic 

surface [1], which is a chemically clean surface after removing contamination on the cathode surface. 

Because spot type 1 and spot type 2 have different ignition conditions, there are different 

characteristic phenomena between them. The spot type 1, which has relatively dim brightness, has 

higher apparent spot velocity than the spot type 2. This is because that the compound layers on the 

cathode surface change the work function of the metal surface [164]. And, the lower cathode work 

function makes the spot motion change [118]. The cathode material erosion of spot type 1 is smaller 

than erosion of spot type 2; therefore, the ignition process is a little different between spot type 1 and 

spot type 2.  

 

 

Figure 2-12 (a) Schematic description of arc ignition for spot type 2 (clean surface); (b) schematic 
description of arc ignition for spot type 1 (contaminated surface); j is a current density, n is a plasma 
density [162]. 

 

In Figure 2-12, the spot ignition is simply portrayed by the distribution of current density (j), and 

plasma density (n) at one instant. For a clean surface, the arc current and plasma density are 

concentrated in the one crater area. However, in the case of the contaminated surface, the current 

and plasma density spread into the distributed small craters on the contaminated thin film, and the 

current density is shared with each small crater, causing the ignition. Most of the spot is formed on 

the rim of the eroded area since the sharp rim edge makes it easy to enhance the electric field in that 
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area, and the thinner contaminated layer is adjacent to the eroded trace origin from the previous spot 

ignition [14].  

 

 

Figure 2-13 (a) The characteristic of craters formed on the cathode surface of spot type 1 
(contaminated surface), and (b) spot type 2 (clean surface) [1]. The spot was magnetically steered in 
both cases. 

 

The spot type 1 and 2 have a rather different pattern of crater appearance. The different 

characteristics can also be found by “postmortem” examination of the cathode surface because the 

erosion craters correlate with the arc ignition mechanism (Figure. 2-13) [162]. For spot type 1, it shows 

a pattern of spot ignition, where the craters are separated from each other (isolated and spread 

ignition). On the other, spot type 2 has a pattern where ignitions happen adjacent to each other, 

forming characteristic chains of craters [161]. In general, the pressure dependence of spot type 2 is 

considered as follows. As the process pressure increased, the fluctuation of burning voltage, chopping 

current, and current density tend to decrease, while the spot velocity and spot diameter have a trend 

towards increasing. However, no sharp transition phenomena were found between spot type 1 and 

spot type 2 [32], which was confirmed experimentally in a pressure range of 10-6 – 10-5 Pa. Also, the 

cathode spot appears randomly on the clean metal surface; however the randomness of the cathode 

spot in the temporal distribution decrease on the contaminated surface (oxidized steel surfaces) with 

an external magnetic field [165]. The phenomenological differences between spot type 1 and spot 

type 2 are summarized in Table 2.1.  
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Table 2.1. Phenomenological, qualitative difference between spot type 1 and spot type 2 [1]. 

 Type 1 Type 2 

Surface conditions Contaminated (i.e., oxide) Clean (metal) 

Apparent brightness Dim Bright 

Typical crater diameter Small Large 

Crater appearance Separate from each other Adjacent to each other 

Apparent spot velocity High Low 

Cathode erosion rate Low High 
Relative ease of arc triggering and 
burning Easy Difficult 

Chopping current Low High 

Plasma composition Metal and gas (hydrogen, oxygen, etc.) Metal only 

Average ion charge state Low High 

Relative amplitude of fluctuations Low High 

 

Recently, a study devoted to the type of spot found that the spot is affected differently depending on 

the process gas in spot type 2 [34]. The spot behavior was investigated by tracking spot craters formed 

on a multilayer cathode. The layers play a role as trace makers keeping track of thermal and material 

displacement effects. Here, repeated spot type switching on the cathode surface was found due to 

the interplay of cathode surface poisoning, regardless of the gas atmosphere (either N2 or O2). The 

ignition of spot type 1 was observed significantly more in the case of O2 than in the case of N2 because 

the layer formed between the cathode material (titanium) and O2 is more thermodynamically stable 

than the layer formed between N2 and the cathode material. Further, in the N2 atmosphere, a greater 

number of deep craters was found than in the O2 atmosphere [34]. 

 

The spot type 3 

There is type named “spot type 3” [1]. The spot type 1 and spot type 2 are considered on metal 

cathodic surfaces with sufficient conductivity to carry the arc current. However, if the conductivity is 

not enough like in metals, such as in highly conducting semiconductors and semi-metals, the spots 

have quite different pattern compared to “spot type 1” and “spot type 2”. In the case of B4C [166], the 

spots ignited on the same location of the cathode surface for its whole ignition period, instead of a 

specific direction of moving, which left deep spot crater on the cathode surface. For graphite [167], 

cathode spots on the surface showed a very short range of motion compared to those on the metal 

cathode surface. The spot velocity was determined by characterization of such material properties, as 

grain size, pore size, and electrical resistivity [168]. The behavior of cathode spot on graphite in 

vacuum arc was described with a model of near-electron processes, which explained the spot 
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parameters as a function of a spot lifetime, and the parameter strongly affected at spot lifetime 

shorter than 10 µs [169].  

 

2.1.5 Cathodic arc spot motion in a magnetic field 

Random walk motion 

The cathodic arc spot is typically shown with the type of emitted tiny spot, a sequential action on the 

cathode surface with microscopic explosions. During the sequential process, variable energy exchange 

occurs between the cathode spot and the cathode surface; therefore, an apt description of spot 

motion is required to deeply understand the process [9]. The sequence of emitted tiny spots occurs 

at different positions within a short time. Therefore, the sequential process appears to have motion 

[1]; however, the spots do not move. The term “spot motion” thus reflects the sequential plasma 

ignition and extinction phenomena.  

The spots have different trends of motion in the absence [9]–[13] of a magnetic field and the presence 

[14], [15], [16], [17], [18]–[25], [50], [171] of a magnetic field. If there is no external magnetic field, 

the cathodic arc spots have “Random walk motion” [9]–[13]. The random walk motion has no memory 

effect on spot ignitions; thus, the spot ignition occurs stochastically. This process also is called a 

“Markov process” [171]. The random walk motion is simply described in Figure 2-14.  

 

 

Figure 2-14 Schematic image for random path of a cathode arc spot [172].  
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The random walk motion could be described by a probabilistic approach, leading to a Rayleigh 

distribution. The probability P(R) assumes that the probability of cathode spot position is in the range 

(R, R +dR) after t [1], [9]. 

𝑃(𝑅)𝑑𝑅 =  
𝑅

2𝐷𝑡
exp (−

𝑅2

4𝐷𝑡
) 𝑑𝑅 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡 ≫  𝜏                                 (2.16)  

where, D is the diffusion constant. The diffusion constant has different value depending on the 

material. For example, 𝐷 = (2.3 ±  0.6) × 10−3𝑚2/𝑠  for copper [12], 𝐷 ≈  10−3𝑚2/𝑠  for 

molybdenum [173], and aluminum has 𝐷 ≈  1.4 × 10−3𝑚2/𝑠 [9]. 

𝐷 =  
1

4

𝑠2

𝜏
                                                                        (2.17) 

Here, each displacement is considered in a small element step, s, which takes an average elementary 

time 𝜏 [1], and the mean value of displacement is [1], [9] 

〈𝑅〉 =
𝑠

2
√𝜋

𝑡

𝜏
                                                                      (2.18) 

The apparent spot velocity is [1] 

𝑣𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑡 =
𝑑〈𝑅〉

𝑑𝑡
=

1

2
√

𝜋𝐷

𝑡
=

𝑠

4
√

𝜋

𝑡𝜏
                                                    (2.19) 

According to equation 2.19, the average spot velocity is influenced by the observation time, t. This is 

one of the characteristics of the random nature of motion. The average spot velocity is a qualitative 

measure of random motion therefore the velocity is not in the classical sense which is like the normal 

time derivative [1], [9].  

 

Retrograde motion 

Suppose the external magnetic field exists near the cathode spot in transverse direction. In that case, 

the cathode spot is magnetically steered in one direction which is named retrograde motion [117] 

instead of the “Random walk motion”. The retrograde motion can be expressed as a vector as - j x B, 

j and B are the current density and magnetic flux density vectors, respectively. In general, the charged 

particle follows Lorentz force [174] in the electromagnetic field. The charged particle moves along the 
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j x B direction, which is called the Amperian direction; however, in this case the cathodic arc spot 

moves along in the opposite direction. The retrograde direction means the “opposite” direction of the 

Amperian direction (j x B). The motion of the cathodic arc spot is related to the probability of reignition. 

The reignition occurs at the specific location of the cathode surface with anisotropy of azimuthal 

distribution probability.  

The retrograde motion was investigated experimentally [15]–[22], [53], [54] theoretically [23]–[25], 

[170], in various ways. However, no theory can cover all the observations qualitatively and 

quantitatively [21], [24]. The control of cathodic arc spot motion was studied systematically with a 

designed circular transverse magnetic field on graphite and copper cathode surface. It showed that 

the arc stability was improved with increasing arc current [16]. The cathode spot velocity depended 

on magnetic field strength and arc current. The spot velocity increased proportionally to magnetic 

field strength and arc current [20], and the cathode material [23]. For the investigation of cathode 

spot motion, a roof-shaped configuration of the cathode was used with an external magnetic field, 

and the cathode spot showed different motions on the slope (random motion) and the roof 

(retrograde motion), respectively [22]. According to the results, the speed of cathode spot rotational 

motion is influenced by the parallel magnetic field component. In contrast, the perpendicular 

magnetic field leads spots to drift in the radial direction [18]. 

Recently, a theoretical study [24] has been conducted with three different theoretical approaches 

such as “effect of magnetic field on the spot given hydrodynamic process”, “effect of magnetic field 

on the motion of ions”, and “effect of magnetic field on the motion of emitted electrons”. From the 

investigation, no specific correlation was found that the magnetic field is affecting the formation of 

liquid-metal jet and the droplet detachment. Also, it was found that the ion motion in the near-

cathode space-charge sheath is not directly affected by the magnetic field, but only emitted electrons 

are confined magnetically. Therefore, the fundamental understanding is still missing. The basic 

phenomena for the cathode spot motion can be described by the empirical model, which is named 

the Jüttner-Kleberg model [15], as shown in Figure 2-15(a). The model describes that the retrograde 

motion is determined by plasma jets because the jet increases the space charge at a potential new 

emission center [15]. Also, the motion has a “zigzag” ignition characteristic. Figure 2-15 shows (a) the 

simple zigzag ignition characteristic on the cathode surface and (b) the cathode surface photographed 

after ignitions. 
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Figure 2-15 (a) Depicted cathode spot motion; the cathode spot has retrograde motion (-j x B) with 
“zigzag” ignition characteristic as shown in a). b) is an aluminum cathode surface for linear magnetron, 
after arc process. Here, the erosion area followed the retrograde direction with “zigzag” ignition.  

 

2.1.6 Fractal spot model 

The cathodic arc ignition is a fluctuating process which is associated with the non-linear explosive 

nature of cathode spots on the cathode surface [1], [39], [69], [70]. During the process, a bunch of 

electrons is released explosively, and the electron emission is related to the generation of plasma at 

the electron emission center [77]. The electron emission occurs under conditions of high spot 

temperature and strong electric fields, resulting in unstable (non-stationary) conditions accompanied 

by microscopic explosions of less than 100 ns [51]. The fractals are a well-known theory to explain 

fundamental nature phenomena [171], [175]. The fractals have a feature which is called self-similarity. 

The self-similarity is unvaried to scaling; thus, the self-similar object, as shown in Figure 2-16, appears 

to have a non-changing pattern at different measurement scales, temporally and spatially [1], [171], 

[175], [176].  
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Figure 2-16 Example plot of depicted self-similarity; the second plot zooms in on a range of the 
observation index in the first plot, and the third one zooms in on a range of the observation index in 
the second plot. Each depicted plot has the same fluctuation which looks the same as the original one 
even though they are at different observation scales [176].  

 

The self-similarity could also be discrete or continuous, deterministic or probabilistic, and can be 

expressed by a power law [1], [171]. The fractal physical phenomena can be defined by power laws as 

[1], [53], [54]  

𝐹(ƒ) ~ 1/ƒ𝛼                                                                            (2.20)    
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where ƒ is the frequency and α is the so-called colored random noise (CRN) index which has different 

values depending on the physical phenomena, such as “white noise” for α = 0, “pink noise” for α = 1, 

“brown noise” for α = 2, and “black noise” for α > 2 which is observed in self-similar systems with 

strong feedback [1], [39], [177], [178]. The self-similarity can be analyzed by fast Fourier 

transformation (FFT) that can be fitted to a power law equation (2.20). If there exist periodic events 

during physical phenomena, the FFT should show specific peak values corresponding to such periodic 

events.  

The fractal features were observed through several experiments related to the cathodic arc. The self-

similarity of cathodic arc spot was investigated by observing directly with optical emission 

photography method and spot crater after ignition with a scanning electron microscope (SEM) [179]. 

The results showed the self-similarity over three orders of magnitude in spatial resolution. The high- 

frequency fluctuations of the burning voltages of various cathode materials (W, Ta, Hf, Ti, Ni, Au, Sn, 

Bi) have been investigated by the fast Fourier transformation (FFT), yielding a power spectral density 

that correlates with the burning voltage of cathode material [68]. The measured voltage noise can be 

interpreted by power spectral density with a slope of 2 (CRN index) which means a Brown noise [68]. 

The spectral power intensity has a trend increasing with higher cohesive energy [68], [180]. The 

current fluctuations of cathodic arc also have been investigated with high analog bandwidth (up to 1 

GHz) and fast digital sampling (up to 5 Gsamples/s) device [71], as shown in Figure 2-17. The results 

show that the microscopic explosions represent the cutoff at the high-frequency end for the fractal 

model of cathodic arcs [71]. The fluctuation of voltage [68] and current [71] data showed high-

frequency peaks over 100 MHz or near 100 MHz, respectively; however, it was not concluded whether 

the peaks are real because the peaks could be artificial signals coming from the measuring circuit as a 

resonance [68].  
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Figure 2-17 The example graph of the power spectral density of current fluctuations, obtained by FFT. 
The applied current was 20 A in both cases. For better visualization, the short-circuit data were divided 
by 10 [71]. 

 

The arcing phenomenon may occur under various circumstances. To understand that arcing occurs on 

solar arrays in satellites, experiments of arcing detection have been carried out [181]. The arcing signal 

was measured with a Yagi antenna. The data from the satellites showed several specific peaks in the 

spectral graph, especially in the range 300 ~ 350 MHz. However, it was concluded that observed peaks 

are not correlated with the arc ignition through the reproduced experiments in the lab. It could be 

assumed that it is occurring artificially during the sampling stages. This conclusion could be one of the 

pieces of evidence that the arc process has a fractal nature, with the absence of characteristic 

frequencies.  

 

2.2 Film deposition 

2.2.1 Energetic deposition 

Thin films and coatings are applied in almost every aspect of modern life, implying a rich field of 

research and applications. The properties of films are affected by the deposited material, their 

structure, the deposition process parameters, and the conditions of the surface of a growing film [1]. 

In the current chapter, the case of the energetic deposition process, in which a significant fraction of 

particles arriving at the deposition surface has high kinetic and potential energies, is considered (about 

10 eV and more significant) [182]. The energetic particle fraction can be produced by several proper 
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methods. For example, ion-beam assisted deposition [183], magnetron sputtering [184], pulsed laser 

deposition [185], and cathodic arc deposition [182]. Those several methods can generate energetic 

deposition conditions at the surface during the film growth. 

The energetic deposition process leads to many effects on the film growth, such as increasing 

intermixing layer, which improves adhesion, enhancing nucleation, and changing film morphology and 

microstructure (increasing surface mobility) [182], [186], [187]. These physical phenomena are related 

to ions arriving at the substrate surface with a certain amount of kinetic and potential energy in the 

energetic deposition process. The bunch of ion energy arriving at the substrate usually has higher 

values than the binding energy, surface binding energy, and activation energy for surface diffusion. 

Therefore, both kinetic and potential energy of ions can be expected to have an substantial effect on 

film growth [1], [42], and both kinetic and potential energy of ions contribute to what can be named 

atomic-scale heating (ASH) [42]. The ASH process can be described as thermal energy transfer by 

thermal conduction in atomic-scale volume during the collision cascade with the loss rate of kinetic 

energy on the order of 100 eV/nm (subplantation). At that moment, the thermal spike occurs only in 

a small number of atoms [42], [182]. Typically, the energetic deposition only considers the effect of 

ion kinetic energy [43]–[45]. However, ions have significant potential energy in the case of cathodic 

arc techniques; thus the films formed by the energetic deposition process may owe some of their 

properties not only to the kinetic energy of ions but also to their potential energy [42].  

 

2.2.2 Ion kinetic and potential energies 

The kinetic and potential energies of ions are explicitly taken into consideration in the extended 

structural zone diagram [47], which gives an overview of their effect on the structure of thin films.  

 

The ion kinetic energy 

The effect of ion kinetic energy on grown film structure was introduced indirectly by the “classic” 

structure zone diagram (SZD) [188]. The classic SZD only considers the effect of substrate heating and 

ion kinetic energy on film growth. In contrast to classic SZD, an extended SZD considers the ion kinetic, 

potential energy effects, and net film thickness (t*) [47]. Two main parameters govern the film 

structure properties, namely the generalized temperature (T*), which includes the effect of potential 

energy of particles arriving at the surface [47], and normalized energy (E*) which is correlated with 

kinetic energy of bombarding particles [47]. The extended SZD is shown in Figure 2-18. The cathodic 
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arc plasma sources are characterized by high ionization of metal plasma which is sometimes affected 

by “pressure ionization” due to the high pressure in the spot, causing the formation of multiply 

charged ions [52]. These multiply charged ions expand from the emission site to a vacuum or low-

pressure gas medium with high kinetic and potential energy.  

 

 

Figure 2-18 The extended structure zone diagram which are described by the generalized temperature 
(T*) and normalized kinetic energy (E*) [47]. 

 

The kinetic energy of ions consists of three main elements: the initial energy, which is caused by the 

explosion ignition process, a term given by charge state and sheath voltage to the substrate, and a 

term due to image charge acceleration; thus, the kinetic energy of arriving on substrate can be 

described as [42]  

𝐸𝑘𝑖𝑛 = 𝐸0 + 𝑄𝑒𝑉𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡ℎ + 𝐸𝑖𝑐                                                              (2.21) 

where E0 is initial kinetic energy from plasma, Q is the ion charge state number, e is the elementary 

charge, Eic is ion kinetic energy by image charge acceleration, and Vsheath is the voltage drop between 

plasma and substrate surface (biasing voltage) [47]. The kinetic energy by image charge acceleration 

(Eic) could be often ignored because it is a small amount of energy, and it is enhanced the total kinetic 

energy at the substrate surface only slightly. The initial kinetic energy and ion charge state can be 

determined by the burning voltage and the cohesive energy of the cathode material [132]. The burning 

voltage is also correlated with the external magnetic field [134]. If an external magnetic field is 
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essentially parallel to the anode surface, the electron coming from the cathode material is magnetized 

perpendicular to the external magnetic field lines before reaching the anode but hindered to reach 

the anode. The electrons require more energy to escape from the hindering external magnetic field 

toward the anode. This “magnetic insulation” phenomenon leads to the higher burning voltage which 

causes greater power input, higher electron temperature, higher pressure gradients from the spot, 

and finally, higher kinetic energy at a given constant current [1], [134]. The kinetic energy of ions 

increases proportionally with the external magnetic field strength [134].  

The effect of ion kinetic energy has been investigated extensively through theoretical and 

experimental approaches. The effect of ion kinetic energy is also considered in terms of the 

background pressure [188]. This is because the collisions affected by the process pressure determine 

the ion kinetic energy before the ion arrives at the substrate.  

The effect of ion kinetic energy by tuning biasing voltage has been shown through the structural 

properties of the deposited film. The biasing is usually set up with negative polarity to accelerate 

positive ions and repel electrons. The grain size was decreased with increasing substrate bias voltage 

for TiAlN [43]. The higher substrate bias voltage affected the microstructure formation, which 

significantly contributed to the formation and stabilization of the metastable phase [44]. Film stress 

and morphology also were shown to be affected by turning the bias voltage [45]. The effect of pulsed 

biasing [45], [189]–[196] on the substrate was investigated. Using the pulsed biasing of the substrate 

provides advantages, such as lowering the substrate temperature [191]–[193], reducing macroparticle 

attachment compared to typical DC bias [189], [194]–[196], and supporting precise control with tuning 

of peak pulse duty cycle [190], [194], because the ions only gain energy in the pulse-on period. 

 

The ion potential energy 

The potential energy of ions arriving on the surface can be expressed by the following equation:  

𝐸(𝑄) = 𝐸𝑒𝑥𝑐 + 𝐸𝐶 + 𝐸𝑖                                                         (2.22) 

where Eexc is the excitation energy of bound electron if an excited state. Eexc could often be neglected 

[1] because the excitation energy only give influence in the dense plasma region; EC is the cohesive 

energy, and the ionization energy (cumulative ionization energy) is given by 𝐸𝑖 = ∑ 𝐸𝑄′.
𝑄−1
𝑄′=0  The 

ionization energy is the primary contribution to the potential energy, and the energy is defined as the 

energy required to pull out the bound electrons when forming ions [1], [197]–[199]. Therefore, the 

ionization energy is cumulative ionization energy of all ionization steps. The contribution of the 
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ionization energy is the largest part of energy to the ion potential energy especially, in highly ionized 

plasma like the cathodic arc plasma. The cohesive energy and the cumulative ionization energy are 

listed in Table 2.2. 

 

Table 2.2 List of cohesive energy, and cumulative ionization energies for aluminum, titanium, and 
vanadium [1]. 

 

 Cohesive energy 
[eV/atom] 

Cumulative ionization energy [eV] 

E0 E1 E2 

Al 3.39 5.99 24.8 53.3 

Ti 4.85 6.83 20.6 48.1 

V 5.31 6.75 23.3 50.7 

 

The effect of ion potential energy has been investigated by the ion beam irradiation method [200]. 

The energetic deposition by heavy ions has been performed with slow multi-charged ions to 

demonstrate the contribution of ion potential energy by comparing Hillock formation and surface 

roughness of CaF2 [200]. The Hillock formation and slow multi-charge ions have quite high charge 

states and huge energies but the ion potential energy effect in a typical cathodic arc range still is not 

well investigated.   

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are a proper approach to understanding the contribution of 

atomistic mechanisms in various physical vapor deposition [201], [202]. Recently, the role of ion 

potential energy was considered in low energy high-power impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS) 

deposition using molecular dynamics simulation [203]. The effect of ion potential energy was shown 

that some features such as a slightly lower interface mixing, and fewer point defects are found. 

However, resputtering and twinning have increased slightly in the final structure. According to the 

previous theoretical study [203], the ion potential energy affects film formation in a very short 

interatomic distance, which means ion potential energy effect is very localized; however, in the case 

of highly ionized plasma, it is still required to consider ion potential energy.  
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3. High-resolution observations of cathode spots with 

a streak camera 

3.1 The concept of observing of cathode spots 

Observing cathode spot ignition is not easy since the spot size is tiny (µm), and the ignition and 

extinction events occur rapidly at different positions. Therefore, it is required to use a proper method 

to investigate the cathodic arc spots and its fluctuations. In the current chapter, two main concepts in 

terms of the experiment are considered to observe the cathodic arc spots properly. The first concept 

concerns an experimental device. In order to investigate cathode spots effectively, a linear magnetron 

was used as an arc source. This setup allows us to enhance the possibility of observing the cathode 

spots since the light emission from a given spot is based on the ignition and extinction events which 

occur along the straight section of the racetrack on the cathode surface. The second concept is the 

approach to the plasma diagnostics. The ignition and extinction events of the spot have very short 

characteristic time. Thus, the streak camera coupled to a long-distance microscope is used to catch 

the tiny, bright mobile spots with a short specific time. The apparent motion (ignition and extinction 

sequences) of the cathode spot can be investigated by using the streak camera in which the entrance 

slit is projected onto the spot ignition and propagation region. In addition, the question of whether a 

fractal model is adequate for operating the cathodic arcs can be investigated as well.  

 

3.2 Plasma diagnostics 

3.2.1 High resolution streak camera observations 

The streak camera is a device to observe ultra-fast light phenomena as a function of time [204]. Unlike 

fast framing cameras, the streak camera can allow observing the evolution of a process without 

interruption within selected sweep time. The streak camera produces time-space (x, t) images, as 

opposed to space-space (x, y) images of a conventional fast framing camera [205].  

The operation principle of the streak camera is shown in Figure 3-1. The emitted light coming from 

the source with different delays and intensities passes through a slit that is tunable by a user. After 

passing the slit, the emitted light hits the photocathode, where the electron converts sequentially into 

a number of electrons proportional to the intensity of light. At that time, the converted electrons have 
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a different incident timing since the photon has an incident time delay from the source. The converted 

electrons from the photon with different incident timing fly into a micro-channel plate (MCP), where 

the signal intensity is enhanced. Before reaching the MCP, the electrons are manipulated by a high 

voltage at the sweep electrode to synchronize the timing of incident light. The electrons from MCP 

strike the phosphor screen, where the electrons are converted again into photons like the image on 

the phosphor screen. The image on the phosphor screen that corresponds to the source that arrived 

first is placed in the uppermost position, with the other images arranged from top to bottom in  

sequential order [204]. 

 

 

Figure 3-1 The schematic of simple illustration of a streak camera for operating mechanism [204]. 

 

An example of a streak image can be shown in Figure 3-2. The streak image consists of two axes; 

temporal (time dimension) and spatial (direction dimension) axis. Therefore, the streak image allows 

us to investigate the movement of light-emitting plasma in one direction. The temporal axis can be 

changed depending on the selected sweep time. For example, if the sweep time is selected 10 ns, then 

the whole temporal axis has 10 ns observation time, or if the sweep time is selected 10 µs, then the 

whole investigation time is 10 µs. Therefore, the temporal resolution at a given pixel is changed 

because the total observation time is varied.  
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Figure 3-2 Example of streak image (800 X 1016 pixels). X-axis is a spatial dimension and Y-axis is a 
temporal dimension. This sample has 50 µm observation time (sweep time of this example). The 
spatial resolution was 1 µm/pixel (The applied arc current was 750 A). 

 

The applied objective lens determines the spatial resolution; however, the temporal resolution can be 

adjusted differently by the selected sweep time and slit width (the wider slit, the more light it can 

receive, but the lower the resolution). The temporal resolution is defined as the full width at half 

maximum of the intensity of light pulse imaged on a phosphor screen [204]. The theoretical temporal 

resolution is estimated and shown in Table 3-1.  
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Table 3-1. Theoretical estimated temporal resolution (with slit width 20 µm) for a streak camera 

(model C13410 by Hamamatsu).    

 

Selected sweep time Real sweep time Theoretical temporal resolution [ns/slit] 

10 ns 9.9 ns 0.043 

20 ns 19.6 ns 0.085 

50 ns 46.3 ns 0.201 

100 ns 91.6 ns 0.398 

200 ns 211 ns 0.868 

500 ns 507 ns 2.2 

1 µs 0.986 µs 4.28 

2 µs 1.97 µs 8.55 

5 µs 4.85 µs 21.06 

10 µs 10.0 µs 43.44 

20 µs 20.2 µs 87.74 

50 µs 49.7 µs 215.87 

100 µs 99.1 µs 430.44 

200 µs 198 µs 860 

 

The streak camera has been widely used to investigate plasma [20], [53], [54], [60], [172], [206]. For 

investigation of cathodic spot displacement, setup consisting of combinations of fast framing and 

streak cameras were used. The spot size categorized the spot structure and the spot displacement 

was described by cyclic extinction and formation [60] but the cyclic process could not be exactly 

defined because the process occurred in a broad range of characteristic times (formation time < 50 ns 

and residence times < 100 ns). The brightness distribution of the cathode spot was investigated by 

streak camera and framing camera with different exposure times, and the model for determining the 

brightness distribution of the cathode spot was developed. The spot diameter differed depending on 

the measuring techniques since the spot with very fast motion gave a broad brightness distribution 

profile [172]. The cathode spot velocity was measured with a streak camera in a high transverse 

magnetic field, and the spot velocity depended on magnetic field strength and arc current [20]. A 

streak camera coupled with a spectrograph was used to investigate time-resolved spectra of cathode 

spots [206].  
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In this thesis, the streak camera coupled to a long-distance microscope was used to capture the 

cathodic arc spot. The system allowed us to observe cathodic arc spots with high-temporal and spatial 

resolutions. The observed results will be handled in chapter 3.4. 

 

3.2.2 Optical emission spectroscopy 

The cathode spots contain tiny mobile luminous areas in spot center, and the spot ignition event 

happens stochastically, and explosively [72]–[79], [207] within a very short time (nanosecond time 

scale) [1], [51], [71]. Due to these facts, it is not easy to observe the plasma in practice during the 

ignition process, and the plasma has non-uniform and strong parameters fluctuations [73]–[76], [208]. 

In general, when the cathodic arc discharge occurs, it emits electromagnetic radiation from the plasma 

[209], and the electromagnetic radiation gives us information about the plasma processes and 

parameters [210]. Electromagnetic radiation commonly has a wide range of wavelengths (the 

wavelength composition of light), from radio waves (kilometer) down to gamma-rays (picometer) 

[210]. However, the arc spectrum extends practically only to the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) region. 

From the experiment point of view, understanding this wavelength region is a practical consideration 

since some wavelength range is required for specific optical accessories which can transmit specific 

wavelengths. For example, quartz windows can be applied from 200 nm, but they cannot be used in 

the less than 200 nm range; in case of less than 200 nm, it is necessary to use a vacuum ultraviolet 

(VUV) system since the VUV radiation (10 - 200 nm wavelength range) is rapidly absorbed in the air 

[211]. Also it is required to use magnesium fluoride optics for proper transmission [212], [213].  

The electromagnetic radiation can be analyzed in two types of measurements: the passive method of 

emission spectroscopy and the active method of absorption spectroscopy [210], as depicted in Figure 

3-3.  

 

 

Figure 3-3 Simple description of atomic absorption and emission in excited and ground states 
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The optical transition in atoms occurs when electrons in the atom move from one energy level to 

another. For example, the excitation of an atom by electron impact may be followed by a decay from 

level p to level k with spontaneous emission of a photon with the transition probability Apk [210]. In 

this process, the energy Ep has a higher value than the energy Ek. In the case of absorption 

spectroscopy, the excitation from p to q level takes place by absorption of a photon with the transition 

probability Bpq [210]. In this process, the energy value, Eq is higher than the energy value Ep. 

The optical emission occurs in the form of line emission with a specific wavelength, which can be 

defined by the following equation [214] 

𝜆 = ℎ𝑐 /(𝐸𝑝 − 𝐸𝑘)                                                                  (3.1) 

where Ep is the energy on the level p, Ek is the energy on the level k, h is the Planck’s constant, c is the 

speed of the light, and λ is the central wavelength of line emission, which has the photon energy 

corresponding to the energy transition from level p to k. 

The basic spectroscopic system consists of the entrance and exit slit, the grating as the dispersive 

element spatially, and the detector [210]. The tuning of the slit width can manipulate the signal 

intensity and spectral resolution. If the slit has a larger entrance slit, the signal intensity is higher, but 

the spectral resolution is reduced, therefore a size of the entrance slit is quite an important factor. 

The grating is classified into mainly two types according to groove patterns which are produced by the 

mechanical ruling (using a diamond) and interference methods (to form fringe patterns using laser 

beams for holographic pattering) [213]. The grating has different diffraction efficiency as a function of 

wavelength. The diffraction efficiency of maximum is about 70 ~ 80 % at λB (blaze wavelength), and 

the valid range of a grating is approximately in the range λB/2 ≤ λ ≤ 2λB [213]. The example of the 

diffraction efficiency graph of IsoPlane SCT 320 grating is shown in Figure 3-4. The diffraction efficiency 

was used to correct the spectral sensitivity.  
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Figure 3-4 The example of an efficiency graph of a diffraction grating of 1200 grooves per millimeter 
used in IsoPlane SCT 320 spectrometer as a function of wavelength at three different blazed at 300 
nm, 500 nm, 750 nm, and holographic case [215].  

 

Optical emission spectroscopy (OES) is a suitable technique to analyze plasma since this allows for 

species identification by the non-intrusive in situ diagnostic method [216]. Many previous 

investigations already have been done for the cathodic arc plasma analysis [206], [217]–[221]. OES 

was applied to identify emission species from the spot [217]. The arc behavior between Cu-Cr 

electrodes was investigated by spatially resolved OES at high-current conditions and found difference 

in intensity between atomic and ionic lines [218]. Time-resolved analysis was performed for Ga-In alloy 

cathode [219], and temporal and spatial analysis was done for Ga-In alloy cathode [206]. The OES was 

applied to compare and analyze emission spectra between vacuum arc and rf-discharge [220], and it 

was used to identify species for pulsed cathodic arc [221]. The most straightforward case of optical 

emission spectroscopy analysis is the identification of particle species (atoms, ions, molecules) in the 

plasma [210]. The identification of the particle species is provided by the spectrum because the 

radiation wavelength is a fingerprint of an element. The wavelength and transition probabilities of 

atoms and ions can be obtained in the NIST database [222]. In this thesis, the optical emission 

spectroscopy was used to identify the main species generated by vacuum arc ignition. It made it 

possible to confirm the ultimate temporal resolution limit of the optical emission method by 

comparing the Einstein coefficients corresponding to the generated species with the fast Fourier 

transformation (FFT) analyzed streak image in chapter 3.6. 

 

3.3 Experimental setup 

The experimental setup to observe cathode spots is schematically depicted in Figure 3-5. A linear 

sputtering magnetron from the Kurt J. Lesker Company was used as a steered arc plasma source. The 

cathode was an aluminum alloy plate (Al-5754) with a composition of aluminum (97%) and magnesium 
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(3%) and with the dimensions of 255 mm x 120 mm x 6 mm. The measured magnetic field strength 

and magnetic field directions of the linear magnetron are shown in Figure 3-6. The magnetic field 

components were measured using a Tesla meter (model F71 by LakeShore) with three-axis Hall probe 

sensors less than 500 µm above the cathode surface to confirm the position of a racetrack. The 

measured magnetic field components were 24,000 points on the cathode surface, and the measuring 

was done by using an automatic scanning stage. The magnetic field mapping shows that the magnetic 

field is slightly non-uniform in a central area, as shown in Figure 3-6.  

The steered arc plasma source was installed inside a vacuum chamber of 1 m inner diameter, 

cryogenically pumped to a base pressure of approximately 5.6 x 10-5 Pa. To investigate the arc in low-

pressure atmospheres, such as argon (99.999%), nitrogen (99.9999%), and oxygen (99.9992%) were 

used optionally as process gas. The process gas flow was controlled separately using mass flow 

controllers (model GV50A by MKS).  

  

 

Figure 3-5 A simplified schematic experimental setup. The process gas is introduced into the chamber 
using mass flow controllers, optionally. (Not to scale) 

 

A “triggerless” or “self-triggering” arc ignition approach was used to ignite the cathodic arc [128], [129]. 

In this method, a conducted ceramic piece bridged between the anode and cathode, was attached to 
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the cathode surface to induce “Joule heating” at contact points. The piece was positioned on one of 

the two linear sections of the racetrack of the cathode surface, as shown in Figure 3-6. A high-power 

pulsed generator (model SPIK3000A by Melec GmbH) was used to power the cathodic arc discharge, 

which was charged with a ground-free DC unit (GX50/1000 by ADL GmbH). The applied voltage was 

between 750 V and 800 V with a pulse width of 100 us. The high-power pulse generator has a 

suppression function of arcing when a threshold current is exceeded. The arc current of the threshold 

was set up high, and a current limiting resistor (850 mΩ) was installed between the power source and 

the cathode to deactivate the arc detection function and work with high arc currents.   

 

 

Figure 3-6 The magnetic field strength measured using a three-axis Hall probe less than 500 µm above 
the cathode surface. The “racetrack” is marked with a black loop. A narrow green line in the red ellipse 
indicates the projected area of the entrance slit of the streak camera. (The center of the racetrack is 
at Bz = 0). The front view and side view of the magnetic field were measured at y = 0, and x = 0, 
respectively. 

 

The main plasma diagnostic instrument was a streak camera (model C13410 by Hamamatsu) with a 

long-distance microscope (model QM 100 by Questar). This configuration enables us to investigate 

the evolution of arc spots with high spatial resolution in one direction (1 µm/pixel) in different sweep 

time intervals. As a result, streak images span one dimension of space (the direction of the racetrack) 

and the other dimension of time. Most spots ignited at the straight section of a racetrack on the 

cathode surface as decided by the location of the above-mentioned ceramic trigger element. The 
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specific position of the racetrack next to the trigger ceramic was projected onto the entrance slit of 

the streak camera (slit width = 20 µm, length = 25 mm). The light passing through the slit is swept for 

a set amount of time, resulting in the (x, t)-images seen in streak techniques. For better visualization, 

all raw images from the streak camera were converted from the grayscale intensity values in the image 

processing software ImageJ [223] using the artificial color scale “royal.” 

 

3.4 Streak imaging results 

3.4.1 Arcs in vacuum 

Images with sweep time of 10 µs 

Selected streak images of cathode spots are shown in Figure 3-7, and zoomed images of the Figure 3-

7(a) are shown in Figures 3-7(b) and (c). There is a general trend of spot apparent motion. The spots 

travel in the - j x B direction, which is called the ‘retrograde direction’ (from left to right in our 

experimental setup). The streak images show the following attractive characteristics: the spots often 

occur in separate clusters, where, within each cluster, several spots ignite either at the same or 

neighboring positions (Figure 3-7(a)). In the investigation of the entire sweep time of 10 µs, the 

location of spot ignition is changed, on average, in the retrograde direction, whereas this phenomenon 

is not necessarily observed in the case when looking within a cluster of spots, as shown in Figure 3-7. 

 

 

Figure 3-7 (a) Streak images for the cathode spots with 10 µs sweep time; (b) a zoom of the rectangular 

region in (a); (c) a magnified view of the rectangular area in (a). The applied arc current was 750 A. 

The color denotes intensity of the plasma light emission (white is the highest intensity of area and 
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blue is the lowest intensity). The scale of the time-axis is relative to the start of the discharge pulse. 

The image intensifier set to minimum gain. 

 

In the case of the first cluster, which is magnified in Figure 3-7(b), there is a displacement in a 

retrograde direction for about 1.5 µs followed by a reversal to the Amperian direction in the next 1.5 

µs. Taking a closer look at the time interval 85.7 µs to 85.9 µs in the discharge, we see that the light-

emitting plasma shifted left (Amperian direction) for about 100 ns and then shifted right (retrograde 

direction), in the next 100 ns, for about the same distance. Figure 3-7(c) shows a similar trend again, 

on average, the displacement is to the right, while individual events may not necessarily show that 

characteristic.  

 

Images with sweep time of 1 µs 

Figure 3-8 shows a selected streak image of cathode spots (a) and a zoomed image (b). In Figure 3-8, 

the lateral displacement of spots is not as clearly observed as previously. This is because the spatial 

resolution still is the same as before, but the sweep time is changed to 1 µs. 

 

 

Figure 3-8 (a) Streak images for the cathode spots with 1 µs sweep time; (b) a zoom of the rectangular 

region in (a). The applied arc current was 800 A. The rest of the details is the same as in Figure 3-7. 
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The spot displacement is, on average, in the – j x B direction (retrograde direction, as shown in Figure 

3-8(a)), and the individual spots within the cluster can be opposite of the retrograde direction, as 

shown in Figure 3-8(b). The duration of light emission fluctuation associated with spots have various 

durations but can be as short as 10 ns, as seen with a higher time resolution. 

 

Images with sweep time of 500 ns 

Figure 3-9 shows a selected streak image of cathode spots with a sweep time of 500 ns. The general 

displacement in the - j x B direction is no longer noticeable because the magnification in the spatial 

direction is not enhanced. Two spot clusters are observed in the selected streak image. The emission 

light of the left spot is less than the right one. 

 

 

Figure 3-9 Streak images for the cathode spots with 500 ns sweep time; the rest of the details is the 

same as in the Figure 3-8 The red graph depicts the intensity of light emission fluctuations near the 

300 µm location.  

  

The right shows little or no displacement with relatively strong emission, while the left shifts slightly 

to the left (Amperian direction) with relatively weak emission. This image indicates that more than 

one spot can be operated in close vicinity to each other. Those simultaneously operating spots can be 
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of different emission intensity, as shown by the different brightness of the emitting plasma. Their 

intensity of emission fluctuations does not seem to be correlated with the displacement direction and 

can be of various brightness. The bright events are accompanied by less intense events before and 

after.  

 

Images with sweep time of 200 ns 

Figure 3-10 shows selected streak images of cathode spots with a sweep time of 200 ns. The lateral 

displacement is again not found obviously since only the temporal resolution was increased. The 

trends, already recognized with 500 ns sweep time, as shown in the Figure 3-9, are also observed in 

200 ns sweep time. Two spot clusters with different distances can be observed in the selected example 

images, Figure 3-10(a) and (b). In the case of a relatively close spot, about 100 µm apart, as shown in 

the Figure 3-10(a), the two spots merge within 20 ns to form a brighter spot at about 24.15 µs into the 

pulse. When the distance between the two spot is relatively large, about 300 µm, as shown in the 

Figure 3-10(b), two spots operate independently, occasionally re-igniting at about their same 

respective positions.    

 

 

Figure 3-10 Streak images for the cathode spots with 200 ns sweep time. The intensifier gain of streak 
images was set to ‘15’, while all other parameters remained the same as for the previous images.  
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As the sweep time was selected to 200 ns, finer characteristics in terms of temporal fluctuations can 

be observed. For example, short bursts of the brightness of 5 ns or even less can be shown in Figure 

3-10. It is shown clearly that the distinguishable duration of brightness fluctuations depends on the 

sweep time setting of the optical measuring system through our experiment. This characteristic is a 

specific property of a self-similar (fractal) system.  

 

3.4.2 Arcs in low pressure argon, nitrogen, and oxygen atmospheres 

Images with sweep time of 10 µs for spots in argon 

Figure 3-11 shows selected streak images of cathode spots at different argon pressures: (a) 44 mPa 

and (b) 760 mPa. The spots have a similar trend even at different process gas pressure. Namely, they 

generally travel in the - j x B direction, which is the “retrograde motion”. The appearance of spot 

motion is generally in the retrograde direction, but some spots occasionally have Amperian direction, 

as shown in Figures 3-11(a) and (b), marked by a white rectangle. For instance, in the rectangle in 

Figure 3-11(a) from 10.7 µs, the appearance of spots motion is in the retrograde direction for about 

200 ns and then the direction has a reverse direction for about the next 200 ns. In Figure 3-11(b), the 

averaged displacement is observed again; here, the spot traveling for about 500 ns to the left 

(Amperian direction) and then, in the next 500 ns, to the right, and lastly, the spot travels again in the 

Amperian direction. This trend also was found in the case of the vacuum arc spot motion. 
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Figure 3-11 Streak images of the cathode spots in argon at a pressure of (a) 44 mPa and (b) 760 mPa 
with 10 µs sweep time. The applied arc current was 750 A. The retrograde direction is indicated by the 
red arrow, while the Amperian direction is indicated by the white arrow in the white rectangular area. 
The apparent motion is generally from left to right (retrograde direction), but it can also be in the 
opposite, the Amperian direction.  

 

Images with sweep time of 1 µs for spots in argon 

Figure 3-12 shows selected streak images of cathode spots with a sweep time of (a) 1 µs and (b) a 

zoomed image of the rectangular area in (a). The retrograde motion is not observed as clearly as in 

the case of 10 µs sweep time image since this image has a shorter sweep time, but the spatial 

resolution was not enhanced. 
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Figure 3-12 (a) Streak images for the cathode spots with 1 µs sweep time in 760 mPa argon; (b) a 
zoomed image of the white rectangular area in (a). The applied arc current was 750 A. The intensifier 
gain of streak images was set to ‘15’. All other parameters remained the same as for the previous 
images. 

 

The moment of transition in the retrograde direction is observed, as shown in Figure 3-12. The spot 

location has a multi-step away from 150 µm to 175 µm and to 200 µm in a more gradual (from left to 

right at about 22.95 µs and 23.05 µs, respectively). The plasma emission does not show a clear periodic 

trend. 

 

 Images with sweep time of 10 µs for spots in nitrogen 

Figure 3-13 shows selected streak images of cathode spots at various nitrogen pressures: (a) 17 mPa, 

(b) 30 mPa, (c) 125 mPa, (d) 1 Pa. The apparent motion of spots goes in both directions, retrograde (- 

j x B) and Amperian (j x B), especially obvious at relatively low nitrogen pressure as shown in Figures 

3-13(a) – (c). 
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Figure 3-13 Streak images of the cathode spots in nitrogen at a pressure of (a) 17 mPa, (b) 30 mPa, (c) 
125 mPa, and (d) 1 Pa with 10 µs sweep time. The applied arc current was 750 A. 

 

The majority of the retrograde motion images shows clusters of spots. Some spots occasionally have 

longer jumps with a distance of about 200 µm, which looks related to the formation of new spots and 

clusters of spots. Often, sequential ignitions of spots seem to be connected, forming chains of spots, 

as shown in Figure 3-13. As the process gas pressure increases, the lengths of such chains become 

shorter on average. As shown in Figure 3-13(d), the apparent spot motion is in the primarily retrograde 

direction at relatively high gas pressure.  
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Images with sweep time of 1 µs for spots in nitrogen 

Figure 3-14 shows selected streak images for the cathode spots in nitrogen at pressures of (a) 6 mPa 

and (b) 1 Pa. The general spot motion trend in the presence of a magnetic field is not apparent in 

Figure 3-14 since only the time resolution was enhanced, but the spatial magnification remained 

unchanged. 

 

 
Figure 3-14 Streak images of the cathode spots in nitrogen at pressures of (a) 6 mPa and (b) 1 Pa with 
1 µs sweep time. The applied arc current was 750 A. 

 

In Figure 3-14, one interesting feature was found: the emission site splits and follows two paths. In 

the example, the measured distance between sites of plasma emission was roughly 80 µm and 100 

µm at about 40.0 µs and 40.1 µs, respectively. As shown in Figure 3-14(a), the measured distance 

increases in the range between about 39.8 µs and about 40.1 µs. Figure 3-14(b) shows a selected 

streak image of cathode spots in a nitrogen atmosphere of 1 Pa. In the streak images, several spots 

are visible along the paths between about 86.1 µs and about 86.5 µs in the streak images. The 

measured distance between sites of spot emissions was approximately 90 µm at about 86.2 µs. 
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Images with sweep time of 10 µs for spots in oxygen 

Figure 3-15 shows selected streak images of cathode spots ignition at various oxygen pressures: (a) 17 

mPa, (b) 125 mPa, (c) 760 mPa, (d) 1Pa. The trends of apparent spot motion in an oxygen atmosphere 

are quite different from spots in pure vacuum, argon, and nitrogen. 

 

 
Figure 3-15 Streak images of the cathode spots in oxygen at a pressure of (a) 17 mPa, (b) 125 mPa, (c) 
760 mPa, and (d) 1 Pa with 1 µs sweep time. The applied arc current was 750 A, and the image 
intensifier gain was set to minimum value.  
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In general, the cathode spots travels in the retrograde (- j x B) direction in the presence of a transverse 

magnetic field. However, as seen in Figure 3-15, it seems that the apparent motion of spots does not 

have a dominant direction in the oxygen atmosphere. The apparent motion of spots shows a trend 

that repeatedly ignites in almost the same position. The ignition and extinction events look like a spot 

chain along the time direction of a streak image. On average, the length of such a chain is longer than 

those found in nitrogen. Also, multiple cathode spot ‘chains’ can be present at the same time, as 

shown in Figure 3-15(c). The spot chains in oxygen are not significantly reduced when the gas pressure 

is increased, as it is in nitrogen. The above statements are based on trends discovered by analyzing a 

large number of streak images. Streak images are particularly adapted to revealing spot features in 

oxygen.  

 

 
Figure 3-16 (a) Streak images of the cathode spots in oxygen at a pressure of 760 mPa with 10 µs 
sweep time; (b) a zoomed image of the white rectangular area indicated (b) in (a); (c) a zoomed image 
of the white rectangular area indicated (c) in (a). The applied arc current was 750 A. The image 
intensifier was set to the lowest gain value.  

 

Figure 3-16 shows a selected streak image for the cathode spots in oxygen at a pressure of 760 mPa. 

In the example, new cathode spot ignitions occur next to the previous site and then again close to the 

initial site. As seen in Figure. 3-16(a), the spot is slightly steered in the retrograde direction.  
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Images with sweep time of 1 µs for spots in oxygen 

Figure 3-17 shows a selected streak image of cathode spots with 1 µs sweep time in 17 mPa of oxygen. 

It shows a similar observation trend with spots in nitrogen, as shown in Figure 3-14. For example, in 

this streak image, the measured distance between of plasma emission site at about 79.05 µs is about 

30 µm, and the measured distance between of plasma emission site at about 79.3 µs is about 50 µm. 

Also, the measured distance between sites of plasma emission at around 79.05 µs is equivalent to the 

distance of the emission site at 78.9 µs, as shown in Figure 3-17. 

 

 
Figure 3-17 Streak images of the cathode spots in oxygen at a pressure of 17 mPa with 1 µs sweep 
time. The applied arc current was 750 A. The image intensifier gain was set to ‘10’.  

 

3.5 Fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis of experimental 

results 

Whether the cathode spots have characteristic lifetimes such as a ‘periodic spot lifetime’ or show a 

broad spectrum of emission fluctuations can be investigated by analyzing the streak camera images. 

The fractal description is a proper approach to investigate cathode spot ignition because the cathode 

spot has self-similarity, which is well known as one of the fractal characteristics. Such analysis (self-
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similar analysis) is most effectively conducted by fast Fourier transformation (FFT). The brightness 

fluctuation data can be obtained from the streak camera images. The data can be transformed into 

the spectral power density as a function of frequency using FFT. If there exist specific peaks in the 

spectral power density as a function of frequency, it means the cathode spots have such characteristic 

times. In the case of opposite, such function can be described by a power law, and it would be 

supportive for the fractal model [39]. The power law can be described by mathematical fitting with its 

own steepness, which is named the “Colored Random Noise (CRN)” index, as mentioned in chapter 

2.1.6. The CRN index presents a quantitative measure for fluctuations and has a physical meaning, 

depending on the value (α = 0; white noise, α = 1; pink noise, α = 2; brown noise, α > 2; black noise). 

Here, the results of the fractal description are going to be shown separately for the arcs in vacuum 

and arcs in various gas with different process pressure. 

 

3.5.1 FFT analysis of arcs in vacuum  

Figure 3-18 shows a selected streak image (a) of the cathode spots with 500 ns sweep time and the 

spectral power density graph (b) generated by the FFT of fluctuation data from Figure 3-18(a). The 

spectral power density that can be fitted to a power law shows the absence of peaks, as shown in 

Figure 3-18(b). The calculated CRN index is close to brown noise (α = 2) at intermediate frequencies 

(2 × 106 Hz–3 × 108 Hz). The physical meaning of the brown noise is related to the Brownian motion, 

which are the steps in a diffusion process. This observation is a similar result to the random walk of 

cathode spots, characterized for Brownian motion (α = 2) by analyzing arc traces [32], and voltage 

noise fluctuation, featured for brown noise (α = 2) by measuring pulsed arc voltages [180]. The specific 

characteristic frequency or related time cannot be identified; rather, the streak data can support the 

fractal model which shows a CRN index near 2 (2.2 ± 0.1). Therefore, the spot ignition and extinction 

events can be associated with a stochastic description, even in the case of a magnetically steered 

vacuum arc. According to the fractal theory, considering the CRN index, a number greater than 2 

indicated stronger feedback of previous step events compared to Brownian motion.    
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Figure 3-18 Example of a vacuum arc spot streak image with 500 ns sweep time. The arc current was 
800 A. The red graph in (a) depicts the intensity of light emission fluctuations near the 100 µm location; 
(b) Spectral power density (intensity2/frequency in rel. units) determined by the FFT of the light 
emission fluctuation data from (a); the black line in (b) reflects the intensity of light emission 
fluctuations near 100 µm location and shows a fit for an CRN index near 2 below 300 MHz and white 
noise for higher frequencies. 

 

3.5.2 FFT analysis of arcs in low pressure argon, nitrogen, and 

oxygen atmospheres 

Figure 3-19 shows a selected streak image (a) of cathode spots with 1 µs sweep time in 125 mPa of 

oxygen and the spectral power density graph (b) generated by the FFT of fluctuation data from Figure 

3-19(a). 
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Figure 3-19 (a) Example of a cathode spot streak image with 1 µs sweep time in 125 mPa of oxygen. 
The arc current was 750 A. The red graph in (a) depicts the intensity of light emission fluctuations near 
the 300 µm location; (b) Spectral power density (intensity2/frequency in rel. units) determined by the 
FFT of the light emission fluctuation data from (a); the red line in (b) shows a fit for an CRN index near 
2 below 300 MHz and the line reflects the intensity of the light emission fluctuations near the 300 µm 
location.  

 

The result of the spectral power density analysis shows that the absence of peak is confirmed even in 

the case of low-pressure oxygen atmosphere. The CRN index value is lower than the case of vacuum 

arc at intermediate frequencies (2 × 106 Hz – 3 × 108 Hz), but the value is still close to 2, as shown in 

Figure 3-19(b). 

The CRN index for argon, nitrogen and oxygen at different process pressures are presented in Figure 

3-20. In the case of argon, the CRN index in the observed pressure range is kept the almost same value 

2.2, indicating that spots appear according to the Brownian motion and that the cathode surface 

conditions are unaffected by the gas, i.e., practically no compound layer is present, similar to the case 

of pure vacuum arc. 
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Figure 3-20 The obtained colored random noise (CRN) index of argon (black square), nitrogen (red 
circle), and oxygen (blue triangle) with various process pressures. Each data point represents an 
average of 10 measured data. The open shape square indicates a measured data for vacuum arcs. The 
lines are inter- and extrapolated fits.  

 

For the case of nitrogen and oxygen, the CRN indexes have a decreasing trend when the pressure is 

increased from 17 mPa to 1000 mPa and from 4 mPa to 1000 mPa, respectively.  A smaller CRN index 

indicates the low-frequency events decline compared to high-frequency events, which means that the 

decreased CRN index values correlate with reduced feedback or relevance of previous spot events. In 

the presence of a reactive gas, the CRN index is lower than in the argon and pure vacuum case. This 

indicates that the spot ignition event occurs relatively quickly in the reactive gas medium, i.e., the spot 

ignites quite easily when the compound is readily formed on the cathode surface. The compound layer 

is the result of competing processes of layer formation and erosion by the cathode spot ignition on 

the cathode surface. In the case of oxygen and nitrogen, extrapolation of the CRN curves eventually 

reaches the curve for argon-vacuum to lower pressures, as shown in Figure 3-20. There is an overlap 

point between the argon-vacuum curve with nitrogen and oxygen curves. The intersection indicates 

that respective reactive gas is becoming applicable. Clearly visible, the intersection is positioned at 

lower pressure for oxygen than for nitrogen. According to previous literature [34], the thermodynamic 

driving force (Gibbs free energy) indicates how easy the compound layer is formed on the cathode 

surface. Noble gases do not form a compound on the cathode surface, and therefore spots in argon 

show similar behavior as spots in vacuum. 
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3.6 Fundamental limitations of optical emission method 

The cathode spot motion was investigated by various optical methods such as optical emission 

spectroscopy [217], including line shape analysis [224], optical absorption imaging [28], [29], 

interference and shadow techniques [30], [225], fast framing camera imaging [12], [118], [226], [227] 

and streak camera imaging [15], [26], [51], [228]. Due to the spot ignition occurring at various locations, 

it is impossible to utilize methods other than optical techniques, such as probes.  

The temporal resolution limit of any optical emission method is associated with the finite lifetime of 

excited atomic and ion states. Namely, the collected light comes from the optical transition from upper 

levels of atoms and ions, each having a finite lifetime described by their respective Einstein coefficients 

[53]. Therefore, the optical emission method has fundamental limitations for observing spot ignition. 

To confirm this interpretation, the primary optical transitions which contributed to the streak images 

of vacuum arc is required. The emission spectrum lines of vacuum arcs were measured with a PI-MAX 

4 camera (Princeton Instruments) coupled to an IsoPlane SCT320 spectrometer under the same 

experimental discharge conditions. The obtained emission spectrum is shown in Figure 3-21.  

 

 

Figure 3-21 Emission spectrum of vacuum arc between 300 nm and 650 nm; the intensities obtained 

are corrected for the spectral sensitivities of the PI-MAX versus streak camera detector. 
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The dominated emission spectrum lines are aluminum and silver ions due to the silver glue used to 

attach the trigger ceramic to the aluminum cathode. From the measured spectrum, the five most 

intense lines and their Einstein coefficients are presented in Table 3-2.  

 

Table 3-2 Emitting species, wavelength of the most intense lines contributing to imaging of vacuum 

arc, and their Einstein coefficients [229], [230].  

 
 

The Einstein coefficients are related to the lifetime of the upper level of the optical transition; thus, if 

the sequence of explosive spot ignitions is faster than the most probable lifetimes of the excited state, 

the spot events cannot be clearly distinguished. The events would be blurred in time collecting light 

by any optical detector. This phenomenon can be supported by slop transition to white noise. In the 

case of vacuum arc, the transition to white noise is found higher than about 280 MHz in Figure 3-18(b). 

This value is correlated with the limits observed for the vacuum arc since the Einstein coefficients are 

associated with the lifetime of the upper level of the optical transition. In our case, the aluminum ions 

found mainly have three different wavelengths of 360.162 nm, 361.235 nm, and 452.919 nm, and the 

Einstein coefficients corresponding to each wavelength are 1.31 x 108 s-1, 1.45 x 108 s-1, and 2.49 x 108 

s-1, respectively. The optical emission from the excited state occurs according to the frequency, and 

the maximum frequency observed is about 250 MHz which is consistent with the values less than 300 

MHz that are transited white noise found in the fractal analysis, as shown in Figure 3-18(b). 

 

3.7 Discussion and conclusions 

The cathode spot investigations were done in vacuum (5.6 x 10-5 Pa) and low-pressure argon, nitrogen, 

and oxygen atmospheres using a state-of-art plasma diagnostic device, a streak camera with a long-

distance microscope. The combination of streak camera and long-distance microscope allows us to 

observe the cathode spots with very high spatial and temporal resolution. 
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The apparent motion of the cathode spot appears in the retrograde direction, on average, in a form 

of cluster, in the presence of a transverse magnetic field. However, the apparent motion of the 

cathode spot has a different trend inside a cluster. The displacements of spots can occasionally be in 

the Amperian direction for the case of vacuum and a noble gas, argon, inside a cluster. 

For the reactive gases, nitrogen, and oxygen, it is found that the characteristics of cathode spot ignition 

have a different trend. Both gases show that spots ignition looks like a connected “chain” along the 

time direction. The length of such a chain is reduced as the process pressure is increased for the case 

of nitrogen. However, in the case of oxygen, the length of the chain is not strongly affected when 

reducing process pressure. The apparent motion of the cathode spot also shows a different trend 

compared to the vacuum and argon cases. In the case of nitrogen, the apparent motion of spots 

usually is in the retrograde direction at high nitrogen pressure, but at low pressure, displacements in 

both directions are confirmed. For oxygen, the spots do not travel much. The spots repeatedly ignite 

in the vicinity of previous spot sites, thus there is no obvious preferential direction.  

In terms of spot type, spot type 1 is found more often in the reactive gas atmosphere, especially, in 

oxygen, compared to spot type 2, since spot type 1 ignites on a compound layer of the cathode spot. 

In the case of spot type 2, it generally ignites on the cathode surface, which lacks a compound layer; 

thus, the spot type 2 is identified in the argon and the vacuum cases. The spot type can switch from 

one to another depending on the state of the cathode surface and reactive gas pressure.   

A detailed analysis of the fluctuations of the emission of spots is conducted by using fast Fourier 

transformation (FFT), leading us to a spectral power density. According to FFT analysis, a broad 

spectrum, described in a fractal (self-similar) model framework, is observed instead of specific 

characteristic frequency. It means that the spot ignition occurs stochastically without periodicity. The 

similar trend observed with different sweep times is also the characteristics of self-similarity 

confirmed through streak images.  

A slope in FFT, the colored random noise (CRN) index, is analyzed to quantify the fluctuations of 

emission spots. The CRN index shows that the fluctuations of emission spots may be affected by 

previous stochastic events. The CRN index shows the fluctuation of spots is related to the Brownian 

motion of spots in vacuum and argon (index close to 2), and the CRN index value is not changed when 

using different argon pressures. The CRN indices of nitrogen and oxygen are lower than the case of 

argon and vacuum. This result could be correlated to the spot ignition processes. The spot ignition 

processes occur relatively easily since the compound layer is formed on the cathode surface. The CRN 

index value is reduced when process pressure is increased.   
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4. Investigation of the effect of ion potential energy 

on film growth 

4.1 Three different cases for investigation of the effect of ion 

potential energy on film growth  

To investigate the effect of ion potential energy, we deposited aluminum films with a cathodic arc 

deposition process under three different configurations. The aluminum film was deposited in a silicon 

substrate with 60 nm thickness. In all three cases, in order to maintain the same film deposition 

thickness, the film deposition pulses were applied to 9,000 pulses for the reference case, 6,000 pulses 

for the plasma biasing case, and 1,500 pulses for the high charge state case. The three different 

configurations were defined as follows: 

 

• Reference case (Reference values of ion kinetic and potential energy in this experiment) 

The plasma generation is from a cathodic arc source of minigun type without an external 

magnetic field and plasma biasing. 

• High charge state case (Relative high ion potential and kinetic energy to the reference case) 

The plasma generation is from a cathodic arc source of minigun type with the external 

magnetic field to increase ion charge state, caused high ion potential and kinetic energies   

[134], [231].  

• Plasma biasing case (Comparable ion potential energy to the reference case and comparable 

kinetic energy to the high charge state case) 

The plasma generation is from a cathodic arc source of minigun type without the external 

magnetic field and the generated plasma is accelerated with comparable kinetic energy with 

the high charge state case by using plasma biasing [232], [233]. The ion kinetic energy is 

determined empirically to be comparable with the high charge state case by tuning plasma 

potential.  

 

The plasma for those three conditions is characterized for energy/mass distribution with energy-

resolved mass spectrometer (ERMS) [145], [232], [233], and the characteristic of deposited films under 

three different configurations is performed by using X-ray diffraction (XRD), X-ray reflectometry (XRR), 
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atomic force microscopy (AFM), profilometry and scanning electron microscope (SEM) analysis to 

investigate the effect of the ion potential energy. Combining plasma diagnostic and the film 

characterizations makes it possible to understand preliminarily how ion potential energy affects film 

properties.  

 

4.2 Tuning of ion kinetic and potential energies 

The importance of the effect of ion potential and kinetic energy on film growth was described 

in chapter 2.2.2. This chapter considers the practical way of tuning ion kinetic and potential 

energy. The total energy of ions arriving on the substrate surface consists of the ion kinetic energy 

and ion potential energy, and the total energy can be described as following [42] 

𝐸(𝑄) =  𝐸0 + 𝑄𝑒𝑉𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡ℎ + 𝐸𝑖𝑐 + 𝐸𝑐 + 𝐸𝑒𝑥𝑐 + ∑ 𝐸𝑄′  

𝑄−1

𝑄′=0

                            (4.1) 

From equation (4.1), the first three terms are related to the ion kinetic energy, and the last three terms 

are related to the ion potential energy. To observe only the effect of ion potential energy, the kinetic 

energy should be maintained at similar energy values in conditions with different ion potential energy 

values. However, it is not easy to keep the same kinetic energy in the whole experimental procedure 

in practice because the kinetic and potential energy are coupled through the conditions of plasma 

formation. For considering the effect of ion potential energy on film deposition, the experiment has 

been performed under three different configurations: the reference case (free plasma expansion 

without an external magnetic field [82]), the high charge state case (plasma expansion with an external 

magnetic field near the anode [134], [145], [137]), and plasma biasing case (plasma expansion with 

plasma biasing [232], [233]). The second case (the high charge state case) has the highest potential 

energy value because produced ions have a higher charge state compared to the reference and plasma 

biasing case. It is well known that the external magnetic field increases the plasma impedance, which 

causes a high burning voltage [1], [137]. The higher charge state increases ion kinetic energy and 

potential energy, as shown in the defined equation (4.1). The third case (the plasma biasing case) is 

applied for plasma biasing. In this case, the plasma biasing is achieved when the anode potential is 

shifted positively with respect to the ground [233]. Using substrate biasing can cause the same effect, 

which means tuning the plasma biasing can control Vsheath in the equation (4.1). Since the plasma 

biasing has the same effect [232] on the ion energy that can be obtained when the substrate is 

grounded and the plasma is positively biased, the kinetic energy distribution of ions is tuned by the 
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controlling of the plasma biasing voltage, without affecting the ions’ potential energy [233]. By using 

the plasma biasing approach, it is possible to deposit thin films with differently energetic film forming 

species on the grounded substrates. Since the energy-resolved mass spectrometer is also grounded, 

one can deposit thin films with the known plasma properties. Plasma biasing is a promising approach 

to practically embody the role of ion potential energy in experiments [232], [233]. 

 

4.3 Experimental setup 

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 4-1. The filtered pulsed cathodic arc was used for 

experiments. The experimental setup consisted of a cathodic arc “minigun” plasma source with an 

electro-magnetic coil (EM-coil) and macroparticle filter (MPF). It was installed inside a vacuum 

chamber with 1 m inner diameter, cryogenically pumped to a base pressure of approximately 5 x 10-5 

Pa.  

 

 

Figure 4-1 Experimental setup showing the minigun source with the electron-magnetic coil, 
macroparticle filter (not to scale). 

 

The whole arc source setup was floating (electrically isolated). The minigun type source consisted of a 

cathode rod (aluminum 99.999%) with a 6.25 mm diameter mounted on the axis of the source. The 
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cathodic arc was ignited with a “triggerless” or “self-triggering” arc ignition method [129]. In this 

method, a ceramic with a metal-coated part (Figure 2-8) was inserted, creating a conducting path 

between the cathode and the anode. The coating had a specific resistance (< 1kΩ) which was 

measured by a micro-ohmmeter (TTI BS407 by Aim). When voltage is applied, current can pass through 

the conducting surface of the metal coated part of ceramic, causing Joule heating at connecting points 

to the cathode. The Joule heating produces a hot spot where the coated ceramic is located and 

explosively forms plasma of the cathode materials. The produced plasma flows through a 

macroparticle filter (MPF). The MPF has two main roles: first, plasma transport, and second, 

elimination of macroparticles from the cathode [231]. The MPF consisted of a quarter-torus solenoid 

formed by a bent coil of 15 turns, which was connected to a non-metallic water tube for cooling the 

macroparticle filter and linked to the anode of the bias pulser. The minigun source was powered by a 

high pulse power generator (SPIK3000A by Melec GmbH). It was charged with a ground-free DC unit 

(GX50/1000 by ADL GmbH). The applied voltage was 400 V with 1 ms pulse width. The minigun source 

was placed to inject a plasma stream into the macro particle filter. All triggers were controlled by a 

delay generator (DG645 by Stanford Research Systems). The high power pulse generator was initially 

designed for high power impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS) with an arc detection system. To 

avoid the arc suppression system, the arc current threshold value was set up higher, and a current-

limiting 850 mΩ resistor was installed between the power supply and the cathode.  

For the reference case, the minigun source was used without the pulsed EM-coil and plasma biasing. 

For the plasma biasing case, the bias pulse is separately powered by a high pulse power generator 

(SPIK3000A by Melec GmbH).  

The voltage for plasma biasing of 30 V and 30 ms pulse width was applied between the outer part of 

the macroparticle filter and the ground. The 30 V is an empirical compensation value for the plasma 

biasing case to have comparable ion kinetic energy to the high charge state case.  

For the high charge state case, the pulsed electro-magnetic coil (EM-coil) was used to determine the 

magnetic field near the anode. The EM-coil was powered separately with a 1.5 ms pulse width by a 

high pulse power generator (SPIK 3000A by Melec GmbH).  

To limit the current through the EM-coil, a 250 mΩ resistor was used. The EM-coil reached up to about 

800 A after triggering, which means that the magnetic field strength is about 0.2 T with 5 coil-windings 

around the anode body. Also, the trigger signal for EM-coil arrives 500 µs before the trigger for an arc 

minigun; the delay was empirically selected by looking at the arc burning voltage to have the effect of 
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the magnetic field on the plasma from the very beginning of the arc pulse. If the trigger signal is given 

at the same time, then the starting point of the EM-coil is influenced by the “Eddy current”.  

The main plasma diagnostic tool was an energy-resolved mass spectrometer (ERMS, EQP- HE 1000 by 

Hiden Ltd), [145], [232], [233]. This setup allowed us to observe the ion energy distribution of plasma 

under three different configurations. The generated plasma is transported towards the grounded 

entrance of an ERMS, installed about 8 cm away from the exit of the macroparticle filter, at a flange 

of the main vacuum chamber. The diameter of the entrance orifice was 100 µm. The ERMS can 

measure the distribution of the energy-to-charge ratio E/Q for a specified mass-to-charge ratio M/Q, 

or vice versa, where E, M, and Q are the energy, the mass, and the charge number of the measured 

ions, respectively. Under three different configurations, the measured ion energy distribution can be 

an index of ion energy corresponding to the applied ion energy for film growth. By comparing the ion 

energy distribution and film characteristics, the effect of ion potential energy on film growth can be 

investigated.  

The aluminum films were deposited on a silicon (100) substrate of 20 x 20 mm. The energetic 

aluminum ions move from the source to the silicon substrate through a macroparticle filter. During 

the film deposition, the substrate holder is placed at the center position of ion flux, instead of ERMS. 

Between the distance of ERMS and the macroparticle filter can be adjusted and the substrate holder 

is positioned at the same distance as the ion energy was measured through the ERMS, during 

deposition. The ERMS is fully moved back during the deposition.  

The deposited film characterization was carried out by X-ray diffraction (XRD), X-ray reflectivity (XRR), 

atomic force microscopy (AFM), profilometry, and scanning electron microscope (SEM). The 

crystallinity of the deposited Al films on a silicon substrate was measured by a grazing incidence X-ray 

diffraction (GI-XRD, Rigaku Ultima IV). The grazing incidence X-ray diffraction measurements are 

conducted at 1° incidence angle, from 10° to 90°, with a step time of 1 s/step and step size of 0.05°. 

The film thickness, density and surface roughness were measured by X-ray reflectivity (XRR, Rigaku 

Ultima IV). The XRR patterns were measured at 1° incidence angle with a step size of 0.05° and a scan 

time of 1 s/step. The XRR data were fitted to extract information on film (thickness, density and surface 

roughness) with the Global fit software [234]. The GI-XRD and XRR measurements are performed by 

using Cu radiation sources at 40 kV and 40 mA in a parallel beam geometry. The film surface 

morphology was measured by atomic force microscopy (AFM, Bruker Dimension ICON). The scanned 

area of Al film was 2 µm x 2 µm with a resolution of 1024 x 1024 pixels, and further surface morphology 

of the Al films was investigated by a scanning electron microscope (SEM).  
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4.4 Plasma diagnostics 

4.4.1 Voltage and current characteristics analysis 

Voltage and Current (Rogowski) probes 

The burning voltage between the cathode and anode was measured using two passive high voltage 

probes (TPP0850 by Tektronix) between the electrodes and the ground. The high voltage probes can 

be used up to 2.5 kV (peak value) with a bandwidth of 800 MHz. Such voltage probes have a voltage 

divider to reduce the measured voltage (by the factor of 50 in this case) to certain levels for the 

protection of devices such as oscilloscopes. The voltage drop or cathode fall is present during the 

ignition process in the measured voltage data. The magnitude of the voltage drop depends on cathode 

material, and the voltage drop is necessary to maintain the discharge. The arc current can be 

measured using a Rogowski coil (model Chauvin arnoux MA 200, a sensitivity of 0.001 V/A, and an 

available frequency range from  5 Hz to 1 MHz in this case). A Rogowski coil can support a direct 

measurement of the arc current flowing through its center.  

 

4.4.2 Energy-resolved mass spectrometry   

Measuring ion energy distributions 

Ions accelerate near the cathode spots [233], and the accelerated ions reach a specific location with 

plasma expansion having energy in a certain range. In order to measure the ion energy distribution, a 

specific analyzer is required, like an energy-resolved mass spectrometer (ERMS), which is comprised 

of an electrostatic ion energy analyzer and a quadrupole mass spectrometer [235], [236].  

The ERMS can measure the distribution of the mass-to-charge ratio M/Q for a specified energy-to-

charge E/Q, or vice versa, where E, M, and Q are the energy, the mass, and the charge number of the 

measured ions, respectively. A schematic overview of the commercial ERMS (EQP-1000 by Hiden Ltd.) 

device with a combined high transmission ion energy analyzer and quadrupole mass spectrometer is 

shown in Figure 4-2.  

The ERMS has a grounded entrance: a small hole (100 µm) through which the ion species enter. The 

device is differentially pumped to maintain lower pressure compared to the plasma source area. There 

is a potential difference between the entrance (Ventrance) of ERMS and plasma (Vplasma), which has a 

certain potential that produces a sheath [1]. In the sheath, there is a voltage drop which is the main 
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energy source of ion acceleration (Vplasma > Ventrance) or ion deceleration (Vplasma < Ventrance) toward ERMS 

[1], [233]. Normally, if the plasma potential is not negative, the ions accelerate toward ERMS with 

energy gained between plasma and the entrance orifice of ERMS. The energy gain is determined by 

[1], [233] 

∆𝐸𝑘𝑖𝑛(𝑄) = 𝑄𝑒(𝑉𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑚𝑎 − 𝑉𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒)                                            (4.2) 

where, Ekin is ion kinetic energy, Q is the charge-state number, and e is the elementary charge. The 

ERMS can measure the kinetic energy distributions of ions from plasma, which reach the device orifice, 

and the energy distribution can be obtained separately dependent on the ion charge state.  

 

 

Figure 4-2 Schematic overview of the Hiden EQP Energy-resolved spectrometer. The used device can 
detect ions with masses up to 1000 atomic mass units with a precision of 0.01 amu [237].   

 

In this thesis, the ERMS was installed in the vacuum chamber and used to measure the ion energy 

distribution for the cases of reference, high charge state, and plasma biasing. Especially through the 

comparison of measured energy distributions, it can be found whether high charge state and plasma 

biasing cases have comparable ion kinetic energy or not. This comparison allowed us to obtain 

empirical plasma biasing voltage. The detailed results will be shown in chapter 4.5.2.  
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4.5 Plasma characterization results 

4.5.1 Voltage and current characteristics 

The voltage and current characteristics were measured by a passive voltage probe (TPP0850 by 

Tektronix) and Rogowski coil (MA200 by CHAUVIN ARNOUX), respectively. The data was captured in 

sample mode and stored in a digital oscilloscope (MSO64 by Tektronix). The measured voltage and 

current waveforms are shown in Figure 4-3.  

 

 

Figure 4-3 (a) Measured burning voltage of three different configuration conditions (Black graph: 
reference case in absence of external magnetic field and plasma biasing, Red: the presence external 
magnetic field, Blue: plasma biasing case); (b) Measured current waveform; (c) Measured arc current 
and electric magnetic coil current; (d) Measured voltage difference between the arc cathode and 
ground (ERMS) for plasma biasing case where the pulse is in the middle of the bias pulse.  
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There are four different measured plots in Figure 4-3. The measured burning voltage and current 

under three different configurations are shown in Figures 4-3(a) and (b), respectively. All cases have 

the same 1 ms pulse width. The burning voltage value is about 35 V for the reference and plasma 

biasing cases. However, the high charge state case (presence of external magnetic field) has a higher 

burning voltage (50 V) than the other cases. This is because of the higher plasma impedance [1], [134], 

[135]–[137]. While the current has the opposite trend: the measured current value is about 450 A for 

the reference and plasma biasing case, but the case of the high charge state is about 425 A. Figure 4-

3(c) shows the delay between the main arc current and the external magnetic coil (EM-coil). The delay 

was 0.5 ms which was empirically selected. For the delay, the condition gave the proper effect of the 

external magnetic field to the ignition process (This delay was determined empirically to avoid eddy 

current effect). Figure 4-3(d) shows that the measured burning voltage for the plasma biasing case, 

the biasing voltage was fixed at 30 V with 30 ms pulse width, and the arc ignition occurred with the 

burning voltage of about 35 V with 1 ms pulse width after 15 ms later after the biasing signal. The bias 

pulse is much longer than EM-coil and arc ignition pulse to make the biasing pulse (30 ms) have a 

constant voltage on the time scale of EM-coil pulse (1.5 ms) and arc ignition pulse (1 ms). 

After applying pulsed voltage from the voltage source for the typical case, the space between cathode 

and anode is being charged and the voltage starts increasing. The increased voltage makes the current 

rising rapidly until the voltage drops to the burning voltage range. The voltage drop has a different 

delay and value between the reference case the high charge state case, as shown in Figure 4-4.    

 

 

Figure 4-4 Comparison of burning voltage graphs for normal (black line) and presence of external 
magnetic field case (blue) with different view window (a) from -10 µs to 50 µs; (b) from -5 µs to 10 µs.   
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The typical case and the presence of external magnetic field case have different rising times until 

reaching maximum current because the external magnetic field blocks the electron flow to the anode. 

Due to the nature of the discharge, the electrons tend to go to the anode, but the electrons confined 

in the external magnetic field is required a higher voltage to escape the magnetic field, which leads to 

a higher burning voltage.   

In a recent study of voltage-current phase development of a vacuum arc with nanosecond resolution 

by an ultra-fast camera [27], four different phases (charging, rising, steady, and decay) were 

investigated during the arc development. According to the result, the most affected phase was the 

rising phase, the rising phase time was getting longer with increasing distance between cathode and 

anode. Also, the rising phase time was correlated with the cathode spot emission radiance. The rising 

phase time increased for the presence of the external magnetic field. Therefore, the radiance of the 

cathode spot emission could be delayed, and the burning voltage was higher in the case of the 

presence of an external magnetic field. 

 

4.5.2 Ion energy distribution 

Figure 4-5 shows the measured energy distribution of Al+ ions, Al2+ ions, and AI3+ ions under three 

configurations. The energy distributions show that a maximum value is in a different energy range. 

The Al+ ions have a maximum value between 25 eV and 50 eV, the Al2+ ions between 50 eV and 100 

eV, and Al3+ has between 75 eV and 125 eV for this experiment. The maximum value means that the 

particles with corresponding kinetic energy are present most. The kinetic energy is approximately 

proportional to the ion charge state, clearly shown in Figures 4-5. Figure 4-5 shows that the curve for 

Al+ has the maximum value at about 40 eV, the curve for Al2+ has the maximum value at about 80 eV, 

and the curve for Al3+ has the maximum value at about 110 eV. From the measured ion energy 

distributions, it is shown that the typical kinetic energy of ions in the plasma biasing case can be 

matched to the high charge state while having different charge state distributions, which mean 

different ion potential energies. Therefore, the ion potential energy effect can be investigated by 

comparing deposited film characteristics under different configurations. 
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Figure 4-5 Measured energy distribution of species under three different configurations; (a) the 
energy distribution of Al+, (b) the energy distribution of Al2+; (c) the energy distribution of Al3+. The 
black curve is the reference case, the red curve is the high charge state case, and the blue curve is the 
plasma biasing case. The arc current was about 450 A with 1 ms pulse width. (Mass-to-charge rations 
of M/Q = 26.98 u for Al+ ions, M/Q = 13.49 u for Al2+ ions, and M/Q = 8.99 u for Al3+ ions, the intensities 
obtained are corrected for the mass sensitivity of the ERMS).  
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The potential energy can be estimated through equation 2.22, and the main determining factor of the 

potential energy are the charge states (Q). The ion charge state distribution is calculated based on 

energy distribution data, as shown in Table 4-1. According to the data, the fraction of Al+ is lower in 

both the case of high charge state and plasma biasing than the case of the reference. The fraction of 

Al2+ is lower in the case of the high charge state then others, and the case of plasma biasing has a 

similar value compared to the case of reference. For the fraction of Al3+, the case of high charge state 

shows about 19 % higher values compared to the case of reference and plasma biasing. The average 

charge states are estimated, as well, and the values are 1.94, 2.16, and 1.99 for the case of reference, 

high charge state, and plasma biasing, respectively. The average charge state is not much changed. 

However, the amount of Al3+ is significantly (about 19 %) increased in the case of a high charge state. 

This has a strong effect on the application of cathodic arc because the ionization energy is the most 

dominant potential energy term, and the ionization energy is a cumulative energy value like Al+: 5.99 

eV, Al2+: 24.8 eV, and Al3+: 53.5 eV [42]. The approximate ion potential energy can be estimated based 

on the obtained charge state distribution and cumulative ionization energy value. The estimated ion 

potential energy is about 27.7 eV, 33.8 eV, and 28.8 eV for reference, high charge state, and plasma 

biasing case, respectively in the current experiment. The value is calculated based on the measured 

ion energy distribution data. The distribution ratio of Al+, Al2+, and Al3+ among the total ion energy 

distribution is obtained through the measured ion energy distribution graph of each case. The final 

ionization energy is estimated through the known ionization energy of the ionization step and the 

distribution ratio of ions, and the final estimated ion potential energy is calculated using equation 2.22. 

(The excitation energy of the bound electron is neglected). The estimated ion potential energy 

increased about 22 % for the high charge state case compared to the reference case and about 3 % 

for the plasma biasing case. Therefore, the case of a high charge state has the highest mean ion 

potential energy.  

 

Table 4-1 The estimated charge state distribution which are based on the measured energy 
distribution data. 

 Reference case [%] High charge state case [%] Plasma biasing case [%] 

Al+ 12.8 9.4 8.8 

Al2+ 80.6 65 83.4 

Al3+ 6.6 25.6 7.8 
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4.6 Film characterization results 

The effect of ion potential energy cannot be confirmed simply by only performing plasma diagnostics. 

In order to understand the ion potential energy effect on film growth, it is necessary to simultaneously 

investigate the properties of the deposited film and plasma processes. For this purpose, aluminum 

films were deposited in the reference, the high charge state, and the plasma bias cases. The films were 

deposited on Si (100) substrate. The deposited films were characterized by X-ray diffraction analysis 

(XRD), X-ray reflectometry (XRR), atomic force microscopy (AFM), profilometry, and scanning electron 

microscope (SEM). 

 

4.6.1 X-ray diffraction (XRD) and X-ray reflectivity (XRR) analysis 

Figure 4-6 shows the GI-XRD patterns of Al films grown with different configurations (the reference 

case, the high charge state case, and plasma biasing case) with similar film thicknesses around 60 nm. 

Figure 4-6(a) shows that there is a common peak for all the configurations along the (111) direction. 

However, there is an additional growth direction (220) when the film is deposited in the case of the 

high charge state. This result could be related to the ion potential energy because the ion potential 

energy increased about 22 % for the high charge state case compared to the reference case. It could 

change the ratio of ion potential energy to kinetic energy per incident particle [47].  

The plasma biased case and the reference case show similar peak positions, but the peak has an 

intensity difference in the (111) direction. Figure 4-6(b) shows the measured XRD pattern of two films 

of the high charge state case with different thicknesses (60 nm and 120 nm) under the same growth 

configuration (B = 0.2 T, Vbias = 0 V). The XRD results show that the peaks for 120 nm film have higher 

intensity in (200) and (220) directions, but the peak intensity is comparable in (111) direction, as 

shown in Figure 4-6(b). It means that the film growth does not occur in the (111) direction anymore, 

but the film grows in the (200) and (220) directions, and most strongly in the (220) direction. This 

result is a little deviation from the standard XRD patterns of aluminum powder [238], deposited film 

by DC magnetron sputtering [239], [240], and by a cathodic arc [241]. In the result of standard XRD 

patterns of aluminum, the preferred orientation of aluminum film is (111) direction, and the intensity 

of (111) direction is 4 times higher than the (220) direction. For the film deposited by DC magnetron 

sputtering with 150 nm [239] and 2.5 µm [240] thickness, the intensity of the peak along the (111) 

direction is vigorous, but the intensity of the peak along the (222) direction is very weak. For the film 

deposited by a pulsed cathodic arc with 1.5 µm [241], it shows a similar trend as well.  
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The previous results showed a similar trend to the standard powder result even with different deposit 

techniques. Also, the film thickness is not the same in each case. Therefore, the XRD result obtained 

in this experiment could be considered as an effect of ion potential energy rather than an effect of 

film thickness.  

 

 

Figure 4-6 The GI-XRD patterns of Al thin films deposited on Si substrate. (a) The three different 
configuration cases (the green is a reference case, the blue one is a high charge state case, and the 
red one is a plasma biasing case.) with the same film thickness about 60 nm. (b) Comparison of the GI-
XRD patterns of Al for the high charge state case with different film thicknesses. (The measured film 
thickness by profilometer is 60 nm for the blue curve, and 120 nm for the pink curve). 

 

To quantify the degree of crystallinity of film orientation, equation 4.3 was used, where ∑ 𝐼𝑡𝑜𝑡 is the 

integrated area of the entire X-ray diffractogram, ∑ 𝐼𝑛𝑒𝑡 is the integrated area under crystalline XRD 

peaks, and ∑ 𝐼𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠.𝑏𝑔𝑟 is the background of the diffractogram [242]: 

𝐷𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑦 = (
∑ 𝐼𝑛𝑒𝑡

∑ 𝐼𝑡𝑜𝑡 − ∑ 𝐼𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠.𝑏𝑔𝑟
) × 100                                         (4.3) 
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Figure 4-7 (a) The evaluated degree of crystallinity of film orientation for the Al films with three 
different configurations. (The green rectangular is for reference, the blue rectangular is the case of 
high charge state, and the red rectangular is the case of plasma biasing); (b) The evaluated degree of 
crystallinity of the Al film with different film thickness for the case of high charge state. (The blue 
rectangular is for the 60 nm thickness and the magenta rectangular is for the 120 nm thickness).  

 

The degree of crystallinity was calculated based on the measured XRD data for Al films. It was found 

that the degree of crystallinity of Al films along the (111) direction decreased about from 51 % to about 

40 % and increased (220) direction from about 14 % to 27 % for the high charge state case as shown 

in Figure 4-7(a). Also, this trend was confirmed by the thicker Al film of the high charge state case, as 

shown in Figure 4-7(b). The degree of crystallinity for the thicker Al film along the (111) direction 

reduced from about 40 % to about 27 % and increased from about 27 % to about 44 % for the (220) 

direction.  
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Figure 4-8 The measured and fitted XRR data of Al film for the high charge state case 

 

 The measured and fitted XRR data for the high charge state case is shown in Figure 4-8. From the XRR 

measurement, film properties were obtained, as shown in Table 4-2. The film thickness, measured by 

XRR, is about 60 nm for the high charge state and plasma biasing cases, in agreement with those 

measured by the profilometer. The thickness data could not be obtained for the reference case due 

to the high roughness of the film. The estimated density is about 2.6 g/cm3 for all the cases, which are 

considered dense (for comparison: bulk density of aluminum: 2.7 g/cm3). 

 

Table 4-2. The thickness (nm), roughness (nm), and density of aluminum (g/cm3) obtained through the 
Global fit software [234] based on XRR measurements. (The proper thickness and roughness data of 
the reference case were not obtained due to roughness of the film).   

 

Sample B-field [T] Plasma 
bias [V] 

Thickness 
[nm] 

Roughness 
[nm] 

Density of 
aluminum [g/cm3] 

Reference case 0 0 - - 2.55 ± 0.1 

High charge state case 0.2 0 58.5 ± 1 0.84 ± 0.1 2.60 ± 0.1 

Plasma biasing case 0 30 60.0 ± 1 1.00 ± 0.1 2.60 ± 0.1 
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4.6.2 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) analysis 

The AFM topographic image of the Al film is shown in Figure 4-9. The calculated root-mean-square 

roughness (Rq) is 4.0 nm for the reference case. Only the reference case of the AFM topographic is 

measured, as shown in Figure 4-9. This is because the high charge state and the plasma biasing cases 

show a roughness measured by XRR (below 1 nm) as presented in Table 4-2. Therefore, considering 

to the results AFM and XRR, the feature size on the top surface of the reference case is expected to 

be bigger than the other cases.  

 

 

Figure 4-9 AFM image of Al films on silicon substrate for the refence case (B = 0 T, Ubias = 0 V) in false 
color. 

 

4.6.3 Scanning electron microscope (SEM) analysis 

Figure 4-10 shows SEM images of the Al film surface deposited on silicon. According to the SEM images, 

the typical feature size of the film is smaller for the high charge state case (Figures 4-10(c), (f), and (i)) 

compared to the reference case (Figures 4-10(a), (d), and (g)). This result was supported by the AFM 

data. In the case of the plasma biasing, the surface morphology was found as shown in Figures 4-10(b), 

(e), and (h). It shows a different morphology as compared to the reference and the high charge state 

case. Further investigation is needed to clearly understand this result. Also, there are black spot 

observations as shown in Figures 4-10(a), (b), and (c). The number of the black spots was observed 

more for the case of the reference compared to the others. The cause of this result is not obviously 

known, requiring further investigations. According to the theoretical investigations in literature, 
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molecular dynamics simulation [203], the higher ion potential energy of ions lead to a slightly lower 

interface mixing and fewer point defects [203]. This can lead that the collision pattern is changed near 

the substrate surface in case of the higher ion potential energy [203], which could be a reason of the 

structural changes in thin films. 

  

 

Figure 4-10 The surface morphology of SEM images of Al films deposited on silicon substrate under 
three different configurations. The reference case is (a), (d), and (g). The plasma biasing case is (b), (e), 
and (h). The high charge state case is (c), (f), and (i).  

 

The XRD analysis of the Al films showed that the films grow along the (220) direction after a certain 

film thickness in case of the high charge states. Therefore, the cross-section of the growth films on 

silicon substrates was investigated for further understanding. The cross-section of morphology of the 

Al films on the silicon substrate is shown in Figure 4-11. 
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Figure 4-11 (a) Cross section SEM images of Al thin films deposited on silicon substrate under three 
different configurations the reference case; (b) the plasma biasing case, and (c) the high charge state 
case.  

 

Contrary to the results shown in the XRD data in Figure 4-8, no preferential film growth was found due 

to very small grain size and the resolution of SEM is not enough to resolve such small features. The 

thickness of the Al film obtained through the SEM is in agreement with the XRR and profilometer 

obtained previously.  

 

4.7 Discussion and conclusions 

The effect of ion potential energy on film growth was studied by tuning ion charge states. The ion 

potential energy is known to lead to “atomic scale heating” [42], [46], and studies on this have not 

been conducted much. In particular, in the plasma of a cathodic arc with higher ion charge states, the 

role of ion potential energy is more significant due to the presence of multiply charged ions. The total 

energy strongly depends on charge state, which affects both ion kinetic and potential energy. For 

example, with a high charge state, ion kinetic and potential energy have higher energy compared to a 

low charge state.  

In order to understand the ion potential energy effect on film growth, proper experiments were 

required, which were capable of tailoring the ion energy. To satisfy the requirement, an experiment 

with three different conditions was conducted. These conditions allowed us to tune the charge state. 

Finally, the experiments were carried out by having three different configurations: reference case, 

high charge state case, plasma biasing case. Here, the ion potential energy was controlled by an 

indirect approach, namely, changing the ion charge states. In the case of the high charge state, high 

ion kinetic and potential energy were obtained compared to the reference case, and in the case of the 

plasma biasing case, the ion potential energy was similar to the reference case, but the ion kinetic 

energy was comparable to the high charge state case. The ERMS measured the ion energy distribution 
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to confirm that the ion energy was properly adjusted. The calculated mean ion potential energy 

follows about 27.7 eV for the reference case, about 33.8 eV for the high charge state case, and about 

28.8 eV for the plasma biasing case. The high charge state case has a higher ion potential energy 

compared to the others. 

The aluminum films were deposited with designed ion energy distribution under the same three 

configurations. The deposited aluminum films were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD), X-ray 

reflectivity (XRR), atomic force microscopy (AFM), profilometry and scanning electron microscope 

(SEM). According to the XRD results, the three deposited films have crystalline structures, and the 

common peak is observed along (111) direction. However, the preferential growth along the (220) 

direction is only found in the case of the high charge state with high ion kinetic and potential energies 

compared to other cases, after a certain film thickness. The evaluated degree of crystallinity based on 

the XRD pattern also supports the phenomenon. The degree of crystallinity in the (220) direction 

accounts for about 27 % of the high charge state case, while the other cases occupy about 14 % of the 

total structural composition. This trend obviously is confirmed by comparing the two XRD patterns of 

films with different thicknesses of the high charge state cases (60 nm and 120 nm). For the 120 nm 

case, the degree of crystallinity (in 220) direction is about 44 %, i.e., higher by about 17 % than the 60 

nm one. Through observed material characterization, it could be considered that the high ion potential 

energy may affect the preferential growth direction thin film or polycrystalline growth. Namely, the 

overall average charge states are not increased significantly, but due to the increased ion potential 

energy (increase about 22%, from the reference case to the high charge case), the collision pattern is 

changed [203], and the ratio of ion potential energy to kinetic energy per incident particle is influenced 

[47]. This shifts the energy balance further toward the ion potential energy, which can be predicted 

to lead the film growth towards having a preferential direction [243] or a polycrystalline growth. 

The effect of ion potential energy on film deposition has been investigated through the combination 

of film characterization and plasma diagnostics. The presented results show there is an effect of 

potential energy changes between the different conditions, and this has an effect on the film 

properties. These results here can be considered first preliminary results for the following deeper 

investigations on thin films to understand the correlation between the ion potential energy and the 

film deposition.  
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5. Summary and conclusions 

This thesis aimed to investigate two main questions. The first question is to investigate the appearance 

of cathodic arc spot motion in a vacuum or gas atmosphere (reactive and noble gas) with very high 

temporal and spatial resolution and to find the answer to whether or not cathodic arc spots have 

periodic characteristic times between spot ignitions, which is one of the open fundamental questions. 

The second goal is to understand if and how much the ion potential energy affects film deposition, 

especially when using pulsed cathodic arc deposition since here we deal with multiply charged ions. 

The ion potential energy is high and cannot be ignored in the cathodic arc process due to the high 

charge states, which is one of the characteristics of the cathodic arc process. To answer these 

questions, proper and various plasma diagnostics have been applied.  

For observation of cathodic arc spot, a combination of a long-distance microscope and streak camera 

system was used. The system allowed us to take high spatial and temporal resolution streak images. 

The appearance of cathodic arc spot motion in different atmospheres has been shown to be related 

to two well-known types of cathode spots: “type 1” for the reactive gas (N2, O2) atmospheres and 

“type 2” for the vacuum and noble gas (Ar) atmosphere. The observed cathode spots in streak images 

have interesting features of apparent motion, for example, the spots tend to strongly appear in 

clusters of groups for vacuum and noble gas (Ar) in the retrograde direction, and the cathode spots 

look like “connected chains” when operating in a reactive gas (N2, O2), especially, the spots ignited in 

oxygen do not show a preferential direction of ignition; neither the Amperian nor retrograde direction. 

The fluctuations of the light emitted by the cathode spot from the obtained streak images were 

analyzed with the fast Fourier transformation, leading us to a spectral power density that can be fitted 

to a power law with a colored random noise (CRN) index near 2 (slope of the broad spectrum) in 

vacuum and noble gas (Ar). The physical meaning of this analysis can be concluded that the cathode 

arc spot ignited stochastically like steps in the Brownian motion, and there is no specific characteristic 

spot lifetime. This result can be described in the framework of a fractal model. The self-similarity, 

which is a characteristic of the fractal model, was also confirmed through the appearance of spot 

motion observed at different sweep times. Through the FFT analysis for the streak images, the CRN 

index for noble gas has a similar value to the vacuum case. The CRN index decreases with increasing 

process pressure for the reactive gas atmospheres (N2, O2), which is indicating that the spot ignition 

with low-frequency events declines compared to high-frequency events. A detailed description of the 

experiment and results are provided in Chapter 3. 
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For investigation of the ion potential energy effect on film deposition in chapter 4, three different 

configuration experiments were conducted. The three different configurations were categorized: the 

reference case, the high charge state case, and the plasma biasing case. The high charge state case 

has a higher kinetic and potential energy of ions compared to the reference case, and the plasma 

biasing case has comparable kinetic energy of ions to the high charge state case and similar potential 

energy of ions to the reference case. The high charge state and plasma biasing cases have a similar 

value of kinetic energy of ions, while the potential energy of ions has a quite different value. The 

energy distribution of ion kinetic energy was measured by energy-resolved mass spectroscopy, and 

the strength of ion potential energy was estimated relatively based on the measured energy 

distribution data. Through the ERMS measured, it was confirmed that the tunning of the ion kinetic 

energy was suitable.  

To investigate the effect of ion potential energy, aluminum films were deposited on silicon substrates 

with three different corresponding energy for the three different cases. The deposited aluminum films 

were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD), X-ray reflectivity (XRR), atomic force microscopy (AFM), 

profilometer, and scanning electron microscope (SEM), as discussed in chapter 4. According to the 

combination of film characterization and plasma diagnostics, the ion potential energy could affect the 

film growth’s preferential direction or lead to a polycrystalline growth. This finding could serve as a 

starting point for further research into the correlation between ion potential energy and film 

deposition.  
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Summary 

This thesis is devoted to the investigation of ion generation and fluxes from cathodic arc spots for a 

better understanding of the energetic deposition of a thin film with stat-of-art diagnostic tools. The 

cathodic arc is characterized by the explosive spot ignition processes, which are the central generation 

processes of ions; thus, observing the spot characteristics is a challenging task.  

The first part of this thesis deals with fundamental arc spot characteristics, especially the trend of 

apparent spot motion in a magnetically steered arc source placed in a vacuum or a reactive gas 

atmosphere. For this investigation, a steak camera is used as the main plasma diagnostic, having high 

spatial and temporal resolution. In more detail, there are two scientific questions, as follows: 

1. Is there a characteristic spot time, such as a “periodic spot lifetime” or a “periodic characteristic 

time between spot ignitions?” This fundamental question is still open and there are two central, 

mutually exclusive claims in the literature. The first claim is that the spots have a periodic lifetime, 

or, alternatively, the second claim is that no specific frequency related to the arc ignition processes 

exists. 

2. How different is the apparent spot motion in vacuum and in different atmospheres on the cathode 

surface in a magnetically steered arc observed with high spatial and temporal resolutions? 

To examine whether the spots have characteristic times, streak images were produced in large 

numbers and analyzed by fast Fourier transformation (FFT). For the investigation of apparent spot 

motion in different atmospheres, the obtained streak images and spectral slope based on FFT result 

were analyzed. The main results of the developed scientific questions are summarized as follows: 
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1. The power spectrum of the arc spot fluctuations does not show any specific frequencies, which 

means a fractal model, and not a periodic model, can describe the arc spot ignition processes. It 

was experimentally shown that the cathode spot does not have any specific characteristic spot 

lifetime. 

2. The observed spots in streak images have interesting features of apparent motion. The spots tend 

to strongly appear in clusters of groups for vacuum and noble gas (Ar). They are displaced in the 

so-called retrograde direction. The sequence of cathode spots look like a “connected chain” in a 

reactive gas (N2 or O2) atmosphere. The spots ignited in oxygen do not show a preferential 

direction of ignition; neither the Amperian nor the retrograde direction. The spectral slope based 

of FFT result in the log-log power-frequency diagram shows a tendency to be reduced in the 

presence of a compound layer on the cathode surface, which means the spot ignition with low-

frequency events declines compared to high-frequency events in the reactive gas atmospheres. 

The second part of this thesis considers cathodic arc’s application aspects: the energetic deposition of 

thin films. Most studies related to energetic deposition have previously investigated the effects of ion 

kinetic energy on film deposition, although the potential energy of ions also contributes to film 

deposition. Therefore, this thesis focuses on the effects of ion potential energy on film growth. In more 

detail, there are technical and scientific questions related to the second topic, as follows: 

1. Can tuning ion charge state and plasma biasing be utilized to tune ion potential energy without 

influencing ion kinetic energy?  

2. What is the ion potential energy effect on film growth?  

To investigate the effect of ion potential energy on film growth, plasma diagnostic by energy-resolved 

mass spectrometry and deposited film characterization by XRD, XRR, AFM, profilometry and SEM were 

carried out. The main results of the developed questions are summarized as follows: 

1. Three different experimental configurations (the reference, the high charge state, and the plasma 

biasing case) were conducted. The energy distribution of the ion kinetic energy was measured by 

energy-resolved mass spectroscopy for the three different configurations. The ion potential 

energy was estimated based on the measured energy distribution data without having the 

influence of the ion kinetic energy. 

2. The ion potential energy influences the preferential direction of film growth or polycrystalline 

growth in the case of aluminum deposition. Although this result is overall still inconclusive, it could 

be a starting point for further research into the effect of ion potential energy on film deposition.    
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